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ABSTRACT
Force Optimization and Flow Field Characterization
from a Flapping Wing Mechanism
Nathaniel Stephen Naegle
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Master of Science
Flapping flight shows promise for micro air vehicle design because flapping wings
provide superior aerodynamic performance than that of fixed wings and rotors at low Reynolds
numbers. In these flight regimes, unsteady effects become increasingly important. This thesis
explores some of the unsteady effects that provide additional lift to flapping wings through an
experiment-based optimization of the kinematics of a flapping wing mechanism in a water
tunnel. The mechanism wings and flow environment were scaled to simulate the flight of the
hawkmoth (Manduca sexta) at hovering or near-hovering speeds. The optimization was repeated
using rigid and flexible wings to evaluate the impact that wing flexibility has on aerodynamic
performance of flapping wings. The trajectories that produced the highest lift were compared
using particle image velocimetry to characterize the flow features produced during the periods of
peak lift. A leading edge vortex was observed with all of the flapping trajectories and both wing
types, the strength of which corresponded to the measured amount of lift of the wing. This
research furthers our understanding of the lift-generating mechanisms used in nature and can be
applied to improve the design of micro air vehicles.

Keywords: flapping flight, flapping mechanism, water tunnel, hawkmoth, Box-Behnken, particle
image velocimetry, PIV, flow characterization, micro-air vehicles, MAV
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1

INTRODUCTION

Micro air vehicles (or MAVs) are a class of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) that
measure less than 6 inches in all dimensions [1]. They may employ any of several different
means of producing lift, thrust, and control: fixed wings, rotary blades, or flapping wings. The
interest in MAV flight has increased in recent years. Along with many safety considerations
associated with UAV flight in general, MAVs may be ideal solutions for applications where
larger vehicles are not practical or feasible. MAVs have the ability to fly in confined spaces and
indoors and could quietly enter a location and discretely perch to provide hidden reconnaissance.
They may also be used in hazardous environments that are inaccessible to ground vehicles.
Along with reduced size, the flight regimes encountered by flapping flyers presents both
advantages and challenges compared to those of larger flyers. Crashing is less catastrophic for
small flyers due to their smaller weight, and they can fly at much lower speeds [2]. However,
low Reynolds number flight also typically produces low lift-to-drag ratios, so small flyers must
rely on unsteady lift-generating mechanisms to produce sufficient aerodynamic forces for flight.
Most insects are very maneuverable and can fly very slowly and hover, characteristics that are
desirable for MAV flight [3].
Flapping flight shows promise in MAV design because at such length scales it provides
superior aerodynamic performance than that of fixed wings and rotors. Indeed, virtually all of
nature’s examples of flight use flapping wings to fly, with many taking advantage of unsteady
effects to produce the necessary aerodynamic forces. A common “urban myth” is that according
1

to the laws of physics, insects should not be able to fly; this stems from the inability of steadystate aerodynamics to predict sufficient lift forces in small flapping-wing flyers [4,5]. It is only
through the additional lift provided by unsteady effects that flight becomes possible.
This research has been undertaken to seek improved understanding of the basic physics
of flapping flight. The applications of flapping flight to MAV design are clear; nature has already
provided nearly a million species of insects that serve as proof of concept [2]. This thesis
explores some of the unsteady lift-generating mechanisms unique to flapping flight through
experiment-based optimization of the wing kinematics of a flapping wing mechanism and an
examination of the wake structures produced by the optimal trajectories.

1.1
1.1.1

Background
Flapping Flight Aerodynamics
The primary aerodynamic phenomena that affect a flapping wing may be classified into

three categories: steady-state aerodynamic forces, unsteady effects, and the wing’s contact with
its wake from previous strokes [6,7]. Because flapping flight occurs at very low Reynolds
numbers (102-105), the unsteady effects become increasingly important relative to steady-state
phenomena. Flapping wings take better advantage of these unsteady effects than fixed wings and
rotors [7,8].
There are three unsteady lift-generating mechanisms specific to flapping flight that may
explain the additional lift production. The first is the leading edge vortex (LEV) [5,7,9]. The
LEV is sometimes augmented by the second lift-generating mechanism, the clap-and-fling (or
clap-and-peel), where a low-pressure zone between the wings induces a flow around the leading
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edge of the wing [5,10,11]. The third mechanism is wing rotation during pronation and
supination [12].
The LEV was first discovered on the wings of the hawkmoth by Ellington et al. in 1996
[13]. Since then, the bulk of the unsteady lift production of flapping wings has been attributed to
the leading edge vortex [3,7,14]. It has been visualized by acquiring video of smoke coming off
the leading edge [3,15], calculated numerically using CFD [7,16,17], and measured using PIV
[10,15]. Van den Berg and Ellington [3] estimated that the LEV contributed to two-thirds of the
lift required to keep their flapper up during its downstroke by measuring the circulation around
the wing and applying the Kutta-Joukowsky relation [18,19,20]. The LEV has been observed at
Reynolds numbers over the range of 10 to 20,000 [3,7,15,16]. These and other works have
settled the matter of the existence of the LEV, though its cause remains a topic of debate. While
some believe that the LEV is caused by dynamic stall on the wing [3,14], Ansari argues that the
dynamic-stall vortex breaks away almost immediately and rapidly convects as soon as the wing
translates [7,21].
Clap-and-fling is a kinematic mechanism used by many flyers that induces additional
flow over the leading edge of the flapping wing, thereby enhancing the leading edge vortex.
Figure 1.1 shows the motion of the wing during clap-and-fling. Fluid is expelled from between
the wings when they clap together. As the wings peel apart, a low-pressure region between the
wings induces flow past the leading edge. This mechanism serves to form and enhance the
strength of the LEV. Wing rotation is a mechanic specific to flapping wings whereby energy
from the wakes of previous flapping cycles may be recovered to produce additional lift during
pronation and supination.

3

Figure 1.1: Clap-and-fling wing kinematic motion. Flow is induced over the leading edge into a low-pressure
region between the wings (from Shyy et al. [2]).

1.1.2

Previous Flapping Flight Research
Many areas of flapping flight research are currently being explored. Some of the specific

areas of interest include the flight performance of various species, the quantification of kinematic
wing and body motion of various species, lift and thrust estimates, wing-wake interactions, wingwing interactions, the role of various wake structures such as the leading-edge vortex (LEV),
using biological models for MAV design, computational flapping models, experimental flapping
model design, flow visualization, and experimental and computational model force optimization.
This thesis will explore experimental force optimization and the role and quantification of wake
structures produced during flapping flight. The following is a brief overview of these areas of
research.

Flapping Force Optimization
The vast diversity of flapping motions and wing sizes and shapes among different species
of birds and insects shows that animals have adapted to their individual flight conditions and
requirements. MAV flight should therefore look to nature for general principles of flapping
flight, but will ultimately require adaptations that meet the specific requirements of mechanical
4

flapping flight and address its weaknesses. However, analytical models that accurately predict
lift forces for a variety of wing kinematics have not been developed. One method of searching
the design space of flapping wing models is to use a hardware-in-the-loop optimization method,
where real aerodynamic forces are measured and used in real time to improve lift production.
Thomson et al. [8] used a hardware-in-the-loop method to improve the lift output of a
single 3-degree-of-freedom (3-DOF) wing. Optimization techniques like genetic algorithms and
simulated annealing have been used with hardware [22,23]. George et al. used a Box-Behnken
screening design to optimize for lift and thrust [24] on a 6-DOF mechanism with two wings [25].
This Box-Behnken method was adapted for the optimization described in this thesis.

PIV in Flapping Flight
It has been suggested that wake visualization can be used to gain insight into the forces
generated by flapping wings [10,26]. Particle image velocimetry (PIV) experiments on live
animals have been performed to predict the aerodynamic flapping forces generated by the
animals [27,28], but such experiments cannot validate the predicted forces because of the
difficulty of directly measuring the forces in vivo. PIV has been used on mechanical models to
compare derived force predictions with direct measurements as a means to validate methods of
predicting flight forces from wake structures [10,26], but the mechanisms in these studies were
limited in their use of varying kinematics to reproduce many of the unsteady effects seen in small
insects and birds.
As mentioned above, a large part of the unsteady lift production of flapping wings is
attributed to the leading edge vortex (See Section 1.1.1). Ramasamy et al. [15] used PIV to
observe a LEV on the wing of a micro air vehicle and explored some of the three-dimensional,
unsteady effects associated with the wake structure of the wing, but did not quantify the strength
5

of the vortices nor relate them to a measured lift. Hubel and Tropea [26] used PIV to quantify the
flow around a flapping wing and compared lift estimation methods to measured forces, but used
a rigid airfoil rather than a compliant wing. This research adds to these and other flapping flight
studies by using a variable kinematic mechanism [25] to compare the performance of rigid and
flexible wings, and by using PIV to compare the strength of LEVs produced by the flapping
wings. The connection between vortex strength and lift production is also explored.

1.2

Thesis Overview
The purpose of this work was to contribute to the field of flapping flight research by

conducting experiments with a flapping wing mechanism finding optimal trajectories for rigid
and flexible wings and using particle image velocimetry (PIV) to study flow features that
contributed to the lift production of the superior trajectories. A Box-Behnken screening design
was used to find optimal flapping trajectories for a rigid and a flexible wing. The flow features
from these optimal trajectories were analyzed using PIV to explore their effect on the lift
produced by the wings. This research sets the stage for future flow analysis experiments using
the BYU flapping mechanism.

1.3

Thesis Outline
This thesis is divided into three sections:
1) Scaling requirements and a water tunnel design for experiments with a
flapping wing mechanism (Chapter 2).
2) Optimization of wing kinematics for maximum lift production using an
iterative optimization method (Chapter 3).
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3) Characterization of flow features produced by a flapping wing using particle
image velocimetry (Chapter 4).

1.3.1

Scaling Requirements and a Water Tunnel Design for Experiments with a Flapping
Wing Mechanism (Chapter 2)
This chapter reviews pertinent non-dimensional scaling parameters and presents their

application to the wing choice for the BYU flapping mechanism. A water tunnel was designed
and built in which flapping experiments with the BYU flapping mechanism equipped with scaled
wings could be conducted. PIV experiments were performed to characterize the steady-state flow
in the water tunnel.

1.3.2

Optimization of Flapping-Wing Kinematics Using a Box-Behnken Screening Design
(Chapter 3)
A Box-Behnken screening design was used to search for the optimal lift-producing

trajectories of rigid and flexible wings in a water tunnel. The optimization experiment was
repeated twice: once using a rigid wing and once using a flexible wing. Optimization runs were
repeated iteratively until the objective converged. Each of the resulting optimal trajectories was
then run using both rigid and flexible wings to compare the performance of the two wing types.

1.3.3

Flow Feature Characterization of Optimal Trajectories of a Flapping Wing using
Particle Image Velocimetry (Chapter 4)
Flow features from optimal wing trajectories were studied using particle image

velocimetry (PIV). Images were acquired during periods of peak lift for different trajectories and
wing types. A leading edge vortex was observed and its relation to the lift production of the wing
was investigated.
7

2

SCALING REQUIREMENTS AND A WATER TUNNEL DESIGN FOR
EXPERIMENTS WITH A FLAPPING WING MECHANISM

This chapter will discuss the experimental dynamic scaling requirements of the BYU
flapping mechanism. A design for a water tunnel suitable for experimentation with the
mechanism is presented, including a characterization of the flow in the water tunnel using PIV.

2.1

Introduction
Insect-sized mechanical models with variable flapping motions are difficult to build and

study. Manufacturing tolerances and costs are high, the required flapping frequencies are
difficult to achieve, and small instrumentation can be very expensive. However, these challenges
can be overcome by using a dynamically similar model to represent the aerodynamics of the
flapping insect. The model may be larger and flap more slowly than an insect as long as the
model has been scaled properly.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the scaling requirements for a variabletrajectory flapping mechanism and present the design of a water tunnel built as a test
environment for the mechanism. The choice of the hawkmoth (Manduca sexta) wings for use
with the mechanism is explained. The flow in the test section of the water tunnel is characterized
using PIV.
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2.2
2.2.1

Mechanism Scaling
Need for Mechanism Scaling
Several challenges arise in the design of an insect-sized mechanism suitable for the study

of a broad range of wing kinematics. The ideal test mechanism would be capable of executing
any type of wing motion; however, manufacturing tolerances for an insect-sized mechanism that
can perform variable flapping trajectories can be prohibitively expensive. The high frequencies
at which many insects flap their wings are also difficult to match with a variable trajectory
mechanism. The hawkmoth (Manduca Sexta) flaps at 25 Hz [2], the ladybug (Hippodamia
convergens) at 78 Hz [25], and the fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster) at over 200 Hz [2]. In
addition to reproducing the kinematics on a small scale, instrumentation to measure the forces on
the wings would also need to be very small, which could lead to increased uncertainty and cost.
These problems can be mitigated by using a dynamically similar model to represent the
aerodynamics of the flapping insect. By performing the experiments in water instead of air, the
mechanism can be made much larger and flap more slowly than the insect on which it is based.
The following section discusses some of the dimensionless parameters that must match between
the model and animal if they are to behave in a similar fashion.

2.2.2

Hawkmoth (Manduca sexta) Wings
Given a desired mechanism flapping frequency, the required wing length R can be

obtained by matching the Reynolds number of the mechanism with that of the hawkmoth:

Re a =

Uref ,a Lref ,a Uref ,m Lref ,m
=
= Re m ,
νa
νm

(2.1)
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where Uref is a reference velocity, Lref is a reference length, and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the
fluid environment. The subscripts a and m in each of these terms refer to values of the animal
and of the model, respectively.
By using the mean wingtip velocity as the reference velocity, written as Uref = ωR where
R is the wing length and ω is the mean angular velocity of the wing (ω = 2Φf, where Φ is the
wing-beat amplitude, in radians, and f is the flapping frequency in Hertz), and the mean chord
length for the reference length (Lref = cm), the Reynolds number for hovering flight [2] can be
reformed as

Re a =

2Φ a fa Ra cm,a 2Φ m fm Rm cm,m
=
= Re m .
νa
νm

(2.2)

This definition of the Reynolds number allows for the calculation of the wing length
given a specified mechanism flapping frequency. The wing-beat amplitude can be the same for
the mechanism and animal; it is controlled by the commanded trajectory of the mechanism.
Another non-dimensional parameter that must be matched between the mechanism and
the animal is the reduced frequency, which relates the rotational and translational speeds of the
wing during flapping movement:

k=

2π fLref π fcm
=
,
2Uref
Uref

(2-3)

where f is the flapping frequency in Hertz and cm is the mean chord length. This number is
related to the Strouhal number, which relates flapping frequency to the forward flight speed. The
11

reduced frequency is more appropriate for hovering flight, where the forward flight speed is zero.
In this case the reference velocity is again defined as the mean wingtip velocity (Uref = 2ΦfR).
With this definition of the reference velocity, the reduced frequency can be re-formed as

k=

π fcm π cm
π
,
=
=
Uref
2ΦR ΦAR

(2-4)

where the aspect ratio AR is defined as AR = 2R/cm. The reduced frequency is matched by using
a mechanism wing with the same shape as the animal wing to preserve aspect ratio and flapping
the mechanism at the same amplitude.
With a desired mechanism flapping frequency of 0.33 Hz and a wing length between 4
and 8 inches, hawkmoth (Manduca sexta) wings presented an ideal model. The relevant scaling
parameters are shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Scaling parameters for hawkmoth wings

0.018

Kinematic
Viscosity
ν (m2/s ×
10-6)
15.68

Wing
Beat
Amplitude
Φ (rad)
2

0.042

1.004

2

Flapping
Frequency
f (Hz)

Wing
Length R
(m)

Chord
Length c
(m)

Hawkmoth

25

0.049

Mechanism

0.33

0.114

Reynolds
Number

Reduced
Frequency

5682

0.29

5682

0.29

A discussion of the design and manufacture of the hawkmoth wings for the mechanism is
given in Section 3.2.2.
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2.3

Water Tunnel Design
A water tunnel is the ideal environment to perform the study because it simulates forward

velocity and allows for a larger mechanism with a lower flapping frequency (see Section 2.2.1).
Figure 2.1 shows the size of the wingtip path of the flapping mechanism. The tunnel must be
able to house a mechanism of this size without allowing the walls to interfere with the path of the
wings. A large space around the mechanism body is required to ensure that the wing tips remain
in the free stream section of the tunnel without entering the boundary layers near the walls. The
following sections describe the water tunnel that was built in which all flapping experiments in
this research were performed.

28 cm

Figure 2.1: Diagram of wingtip path during a full range of motion (during clap and fling, for example). A
large space around the mechanism body is required to prevent wingtips from entering boundary layers of
tank.
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2.3.1

Design and Capabilities of Tunnel
Figure 2.2 shows a schematic of the water tunnel that was built to house the mechanism.

Water enters the tank at the hole on the bottom, passes through a layer of gravel to even out the
flow, and exits through a hole on the right. The dimensions of the water tunnel cross-section
relative to the flapping wing are presented in Fig. 2.3. Appendix A includes a drawing package
for the water tunnel.

Figure 2.2: Schematic of the water tunnel. The water enters the tunnel through the hole on the left, passes
through a layer of gravel to even out the flow, and exits through the hole on the right.
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61 cm
25 cm

61 cm

8 cm
91 cm
Figure 2.3: Dimensions of the water tunnel relative to the wing. The mechanism is drawn to scale.

Assuming the flow in the water tunnel is laminar, the boundary layer thickness can be
estimated using the Blasius solution for laminar flow along a flat plate [29]:

δ =5

νx
,
U

(2.5)

where δ is the boundary layer thickness, ν is the viscosity of the fluid, x is the distance over
which the boundary is formed, and U is the free stream fluid velocity. The boundary layer
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thickness of the water tunnel near the mechanism is 4.4 cm, so the wing tips do not enter the
boundary layer at any point in the flapping cycle.
The tunnel is connected to a Bell & Gossett Series 1510 pump that circulates the water
through the tank. The pump is powered by a 75 hp Marathon electric motor and is capable of
pumping 1980 gallons per minute. The system holds approximately 400 gallons of water and can
maintain an average test section velocity of 0.013 m/s.

2.3.2

Free Stream Analysis
The water tunnel flow response was analyzed using particle image velocimetry (PIV) to

determine the flow speed around the wing and to quantify the uniformity of the flow. Using the
equipment described in Section 4.2.1, PIV images were obtained on vertical planes that run
parallel to the flow in the tunnel. Images were acquired of the water flow around the stationary
wing at 0.25R, 0.5R, and 0.75R, where R is the length of the wing from root to tip.
Image pairs were separated by a time of 20 ms. Cross correlation was performed on each
image pair with 50 percent overlap for 1 pass with a 64 × 64 pixel window that was then refined
for 2 more passes with a 32 × 32 window size. Correlation was performed using a standard FFT
method with a Whittaker reconstruction. Vectors were removed if their peak ratio Q was less
than 1.2 or if the difference to the average of the neighboring vectors was more than twice the
RMS value of the neighbors. Empty spaces were filled by interpolation of the neighboring
vectors. Areas without visible particles (due to blockage by the wing or shadows) were masked.
A discussion of the uncertainty associated with PIV measurements is given in Appendix C.
Figures 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 show the error in flow velocity relative to the approximate
average velocity of 0.013 m/s at 0.25R, 0.5R, and 0.75R, respectively. The field of view in these
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images shows the flapping region of the wing with the kinematics described in Chapters 3 and 4;
a larger field of view would be required for clap-and-fling kinematics or for larger wings. The
mean flow velocity of all points is 0.0129 m/s from left to right. The flow also does not vary
significantly from one plane to the next, indicating uniformity in the z-direction (into and out of
the image planes). For reference, the walls of the tunnel are located at z = 3.5R. Each of these
figures shows a wake behind the wing as well as a region where no vectors were calculated
because a shadow was cast by the wing. Figure 2.4 also shows some error near the mechanism
body; these additional regions of zero velocity are due to the mechanism being visible in the
images. The correlation algorithms used cannot distinguish between particles and objects, and
therefore assign those regions with zero velocity vectors.
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Figure 2.4: Percent error of the steady-state flow around a stationary wing relative to an average free stream
velocity of 0.013 m/s. Vectors indicate the relative velocity of the flow. The image plane is located at 0.25R.
The approximate location of the wing is indicated with a dashed line.
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Figure 2.5: Percent error of the steady-state flow around a stationary wing relative to an average free stream
velocity of 0.013 m/s. Vectors indicate the relative velocity of the flow. The image plane is located at 0.5R. The
approximate location of the wing is indicated with a dashed line.
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Figure 2.6: Percent error of the steady-state flow around a stationary wing relative to an average free stream
velocity of 0.013 m/s. Vectors indicate the relative velocity of the flow. The image plane is located at 0.75R.
The approximate location of the wing is indicated with a dashed line.
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The uniformity of the flow field was characterized by taking the mean and standard
deviation of the flow region shown by a dashed rectangle in Fig. 2.7. In this region, Figs. 2.4,
2.5, and 2.6 show relative percent errors as high as 40%; however, these fluctuations in the freestream velocity are an order of magnitude smaller than the maximum velocities of nearly 1 m/s
measured while the wings are flapping (Section 4.3.1). The mean, standard deviation, minimum,
and maximum velocities are shown in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.7: Region over which the calculations shown in Table 2.2 were made.

Table 2.2: Mean, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum velocities of the region shown in Fig. 2.7

Image Plane
Location
0.25R
0.5R
0.75R

Mean (m/s)
0.0119
0.0142
0.0128

Standard
Deviation (m/s)
0.0004
0.0002
0.0013

Minimum (m/s)

Maximum (m/s)

0.0093
0.0116
0.0075

0.0150
0.0157
0.0263

The average test section velocity of 0.013 m/s corresponds to approximately 1 chord
length per flapping cycle. The hawkmoth, which flies at a nominal forward-flight speed of 5 m/s,
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travels approximately 11 chord lengths per flapping cycle [2]. The flow in the tunnel, then,
simulates flight that is closer to hover than full-speed forward flight for the hawkmoth.

2.4

Conclusions
This chapter provides a review of physical scaling criteria used to study nature’s flyers,

including the non-dimensional numbers associated with dynamically scaled models. These nondimensional parameters were used in the choice of a wing shape for the experiments performed
for this thesis. These non-dimensional numbers include the Reynolds number, Strouhal number,
and reduced frequency.
The water tunnel described in this chapter served as a testing environment for the
research presented in Chapters 3 and 4. Moreover, the flow prevents waves from reflecting off
the walls of the tunnel and interfering with subsequent flapping cycles. Based on the uniformity
of the flow (shown in Table 2.2), the conditions in the test section are suitable for experiments
involving forward flight speeds typical to the hawkmoth.
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3

OPTIMIZATION OF FLAPPING-WING KINEMATICS USING A BOX-BEHNKEN
SCREENING DESIGN

A water tunnel created as a test environment for analysis of flapping wing aerodynamics
was described in Chapter 2. In this chapter, the search for the optimal trajectories of rigid and
flexible wings using a Box-Behnken screening design is explored. Force results from the optimal
trajectories used with both wing types are presented.

3.1

Introduction
Nature shows a blueprint for many different types of flapping motion, adapted to the

individual requirements of each type of animal. Mechanical flyers that use flapping flight will
have their own requirements that may not be met perfectly by the exact wing motion of an insect,
bird or bat. Therefore, biological wing kinematics should serve as a basis for mechanical
flapping flight, but mechanical wing kinematics must ultimately be adapted for each flying
mechanism.
Experimental optimization is one method of adapting the wing kinematics for a specific
flapping mechanism. By including experimental hardware in the optimization scheme, known as
hardware-in-the-loop optimization, analytical and computational models are not necessary. This
is especially useful for the study of flapping flight, because analytical models either fail to
account for unsteady effects used in flapping flight or else are limited to very specific flight
scenarios, and accurate computational models are extremely computationally expensive and time
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consuming. Hardware-in-the-loop optimization entails performing experiments with a physical
model and using the results to direct the selection of the parameters for the next experiment. This
method of optimization has been successfully used by others to study flapping wing mechanisms
[8,22,23].
This chapter describes a method of hardware-in-the-loop optimization adapted from
George [24]. Optimization was performed on a flapping wing mechanism with rigid and flexible
wing geometry based on that of the hawkmoth. The force production of the rigid and flexible
wings were tested with both optimum trajectories. Chapter 4 presents an analysis of the flow
features produced by each wing type and includes a discussion of the effect that the observed
flow features have on force production.

3.2
3.2.1

Methods
Mechanism
A flapping wing mechanism has been designed for experiments on flapping flight [25].

The mechanism is based on a differential design and has three degrees of freedom (3-DOF) for
each of two wings (6-DOF total). Figure 3.1 shows the directions of motion. The mechanism can
be used to study a wide range of flapping situations; it is capable of performing variable
trajectories, can function in water, oil, and air, and has interchangeable wings. It also includes a
load cell that measures the real-time forces experienced by the wing during flapping. The
mechanism is capable of motions of θ1 = ±90°, θ2 = +55/-105°, and θ3 = ±180° (see Fig. 3.1). It
can flap at frequencies up to 0.667 Hz.
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Figure 3.1: Coordinate definitions of the flapping wing mechanism (adapted from George [25]).

The kinematics of the mechanism are modeled using five terms of a Fourier series
expansion for each degree of freedom,

θ1 (t) = A11 + A12 sin ω t + A13 cos ω t + A14 sin 2ω t + A15 cos2ω t
θ 2 (t) = A21 + A22 sin ω t + A23 cos ω t + A24 sin 2ω t + A25 cos2ω t ,
θ 3 (t) = A31 + A32 sin ω t + A33 cos ω t + A34 sin 2ω t + A35 cos2ω t

(3.1)

where A11 through A35 are the coefficients for each term, ω is the fundamental flapping
frequency, and t is time. The motion of the wing is varied by changing the coefficients of each
term. This model has the advantage of requiring fewer calls to the mechanism during
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optimization than some other kinematic models, but may not be able to reproduce many of the
flapping motions found in nature.
During the course of this research, the configuration of the strain gauges was changed
and an improved force sensor was installed. The original setup used a Wheatstone bridge
configuration to measure the force on the wing. However, the Wheatstone bridge only measures
the moment applied to the member where the bridge is located. Without knowledge of the exact
position where the wing force is applied, it is not possible to know the magnitude of the lift
produced. Further, the output from the strain gauges cannot be calibrated to an applied force and
therefore yields only arbitrary units. Thus, the optimization performed on the wing maximized
the moment in the direction of lift, not the actual lift.
After the optimization experiment was completed, an improved load cell was installed on
the mechanism that consisted of two sets of strain gauges separated by a known distance. The
difference in moments measured by the two sets of gauges was related to the shear force in the
member. Calibration was performed by hanging weights from the wing and measuring the output
from the load cell. With this setup, it was possible to measure the absolute lift and thrust forces
experienced by the wing. The lift histories in Section 3.3.1 and all of the lift results in Section
3.3.2 were generated using the new strain gauge configuration.
MATLAB was used to generate the encoder set points for each trajectory based on the
terms given in Eq. 3.1 and send them to the controller. The controller ran the trajectories on the
mechanism and recorded motor angles and wing forces. After all of the trajectories for a given
optimization run were executed, the measured forces were sent back to MATLAB to transform
the forces into an inertial reference frame and displayed to guide the selection of the following
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center point (See Section 3.2.3). The MATLAB code used in these steps was adapted from
George [24].

3.2.2

Wing Design
A hawkmoth (Manduca sexta) wing shape was used for wing design (see Fig. 3.2). The

length from root to tip was 11.4 cm. Wings of varying stiffness were used; the stiffer wings were
cut from a 0.24 cm thick clear acrylic sheet with a laser cutter, and the less stiff wings were cut
from 0.05 cm thick sheet styrene in the same shape as the rigid wings. These wing types will be
hereafter referred to as the rigid and the flexible wings, respectively, though the use of the word
rigid is relative and should not be interpreted as undeformable. Both wings were painted black
with spray paint to reduce laser light reflection during PIV imaging.

Figure 3.2: Hawkmoth wing and outline used for mechanism wing fabrication (Image obtained from [20]).
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The rigidity of each wing was estimated by hanging weights from the end of cantilever
beams made of the wing material and measuring the deflection. The unclamped portion of the
beams were 4.3 × 13.1 cm rectangles, approximately the size of the hawkmoth wing, clamped
along the short edge. Table 3.1 shows the deflection of the beams. Due to the weights of the
beams, the rigid beam was deflected 0.3 cm, and the flexible beam was deflected slightly more
than 1.5 cm before any weight was added. Published values of the modulus of elasticity are 3.1
GPa for acrylic and 3 – 3.5 GPa for polystyrene [30].

Table 3.1: Deflection of cantilever beams made of the rigid and flexible wing
material due to hanging weights on the free end.

Mass (g)
Rigid Wing Deflection (cm)
Flexible Wing Deflection (cm)

No Load
0.3
1.6

1
0.3
2.6

2
0.3
3.4

3
0.3
4.1

4
0.3
4.9

5
0.3
5.5

10
0.3
-

20
0.4
-

35
0.5
-

50
0.6
-

Figure 3.3 is a picture of the wings and parts of the mechanism, including the strain
gauges and wires, the mechanism body, and the control arms.

3.2.3

Box-Behnken Screening Design
The Box-Behnken screening design is an experimental design for a response surface

methodology where each factor is placed at one of three equally spaced values based on a center
point and a step size [32]. For example, if the center point for a variable is 5 and the step size is
3, the Box-Behnken design would run tests where the variable took values of 2, 5, and 8 (center
point ± step size). Each of the variables in the experiment was tested at all of the combinations of
these three values.
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Figure 3.3: Picture showing the wings and parts of the mechanism.

In this study, adapted from the method of George [24], there were 15 variables
corresponding to the coefficients from Eq. 3.1. Each of the coefficients was varied by

A j = Centerj + Step j (BoxBehnken ij ) ,

(3.2)
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where BoxBehnkenij was a 432 × 15 matrix [32]:

−1 −1 0 0 0
−1 1 0 0 0
1 −1 0 0 0
BoxBehnken ij = 1 1 0 0 0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0 ,

(3.3)

0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

and j is the coefficient subscript (A11 through A35) from Eq. 3.1. For a 15 variable experiment, the
Box Behnken design requires 432 iterations to test all of the combinations of the variables.
The Box-Behnken screening design is limited to testing only lower order interactions,
and like any fractional factorial design, does not test all of the possible points in a design space.
Furthermore, the Box-Behnken design does not test points at the extremes of variables in the
design space and may miss good trajectories that lie at those extremes. However, the BoxBehnken screening design requires fewer iterations to test the design space than other factorial
methods, like full-factorial designs or the central composite design, making it attractive for use in
a hardware-in-the-loop optimization experiment where each run takes a significant amount of
time (in this case, approximately 3.5 hours per run of 432 individual iterations) and puts wear on
the mechanism.
Optimization was performed using the Box-Behnken screening design using the
following procedure. First, a somewhat arbitrary center point was chosen that produced a
flapping pattern that looked reasonable and a Box-Behnken matrix was built to vary the
coefficients around that center point using a step size that resulted in somewhat large variations
from the initial trajectory. The experiment consisting of the set of Box-Behnken-generated
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iterations (hereafter termed a “run”) was performed, and strain data produced during each of the
iterations was processed into lift and thrust forces. Several of the iterations that produced the
highest lift were rerun 20 times each to verify the lift produced and to ensure that motors
consistently executed the trajectories successfully. The best iteration was selected as the center
point for the next optimization run, and the step size was reduced so that as the optimization
progressed, more subtle changes could be explored. This process was repeated iteratively until
the lift value did not improve during the following run. Figure 3.4 contains a flowchart of this
Box-Behnken optimization strategy.

Figure 3.4: Flowchart showing the Box-Behnken design optimization strategy (from George [24]).

The mechanism was not able to run all of the trajectories defined during the BoxBehnken study. Some of them were skipped because they would have caused the mechanism to
exceed mechanical limits. Others were attempted, but the encoders showed that the motors were
not able to keep up with the commanded angles. The deviation of the actual motor positions from
the commanded positions was recorded and used to identify iterations where the motors tracked
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poorly. Each such iteration was excluded as a possible center point for the subsequent run (see
Fig. 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: Force results for an optimization run. Trajectories that were skipped by the mechanism appear at
the origin. The iterations that did not track well are indicated in red. These iterations were not considered
when choosing a candidate for the next run.

3.2.

Experiments with Optimal Trajectories
The Box-Behnken screening process was repeated twice to find (1) the optimal trajectory

for a rigid wing, and (2) the optimal trajectory for a flexible wing. Each of these optimal
trajectories was then run using both wing types: the rigid-wing optimal trajectory was run using
both the rigid and the flexible wings, and the flexible-wing optimal trajectory was run using both
rigid and flexible wings. The results for these four different cases are presented in Section 3.3.2.
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3.3
3.3.1

Results
Box Behnken Screening Design
The Box-Behnken optimization study was repeated twice for two different wing types:

rigid and flexible. Both experiments had the same initial kinematics.
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show resulting lift and thrust forces for three optimization runs with
rigid and flexible wings, respectively. Both experiments trended towards increased lift as the
optimization progressed. The spread of each run decreased between runs because the step size
was reduced.
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Figure 3.6: Box-Behnken design runs performed three times starting from an arbitrary flapping trajectory
with a rigid wing. The search direction is indicated with an arrow.
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Figure 3.7: Box-Behnken design iteration performed three times starting from an arbitrary flapping
trajectory with a flexible wing. The search direction is indicated with an arrow.

Figure 3.8 compares the lift of the best iteration from each of the runs in both
optimization experiments, including the starting point lift production of each wing type. Each of
the force values in this figure was obtained by repeating the iteration 20 times and averaging the
output. The final trajectories for both wing types performed nearly the same, though the results
cannot be directly compared because the strain gauges measured only the moments and not the
absolute forces on the wing (see Section 3.2.1). It was assumed that the lift would be related to
the applied moment on the wing, so the final trajectories from this study were used in the
analysis of Section 3.3.2 and in Chapter 4. Section 3.3.3 contains a discussion of the uncertainty
of the force measurements.
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Figure 3.8: Lift production of the Box-Behnken center points starting from an arbitrary flapping trajectory.
Circular markers correspond to the rigid wing center points and square markers correspond to flexible wing
center points. The dashed line indicates search direction.

The experiment was stopped after three runs because the lift value was approaching
convergence. Tables 3.2 and 3.3 list the Fourier coefficients (Eq. 3.1) of the center points of each
of the optimization runs for the rigid and flexible wings, respectively. The last column, labeled
“Run 3,” shows the final coefficients for the optimum flapping trajectories. Table 3.4 lists the
step sizes used during each of the optimization runs. The step sizes for both optimization
experiments were the same.
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Table 3.2: Kinematic coefficients for the starting point and best iteration of each run using arbitrary
starting point kinematics with the rigid wing. Bolded numbers represent an update in the
kinematic coefficient from the optimization.

A11

Starting Point (°)
0

A12

Run 1 (°)

Run 2 (°)

Run 3 (°)

0

0

0

50

82

98

98

A13

0

0

0

0

A14

0

0

0

0

A15
A21

0
-20

0
4

0
4

0
4

A22

40

40

24

24

A23

0

0

0

0

A24

0

0

0

0

A25
A31

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
-12

A32

0

0

0

0

A33

45

45

45

45

A34

0

0

0

0

A35

0

0

0
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Table 3.3: Kinematic coefficients for the starting point and best iteration of each run using
arbitrary starting point kinematics with the flexible wing. Updates to
the kinematic coefficients are indicated in bold.
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Run 1 (°)
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0
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0

0
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0
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0
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0
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0
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32
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0

0

0

0
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0

0

0
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0

32
0

32
0

32
0
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0

16

16
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45

45

45
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0

0

0

0

A35

0

0

0
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Table 3.4: Step size progression of the Box-Behnken optimization for each run.
Run 1 (°)

Run 2 (°)

Run 3 (°)

A11

24

12

6

A12

32

16

8

A13

32

16

8

A14

32

16

8

A15
A21

32
24

16
12

8
6

A22

32

16

8

A23

32

16

8

A24

32

16

8

A25
A31

32
24

16
12

8
6

A32

32

16

8

A33

32

16

8

A34

32

16

8

A35

32

16

8

Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show images of a single flapping cycle of the rigid and flexible
optimum trajectories, with the images rotated to show positive lift directed upwards. The
kinematics of these cycles are defined by the final Fourier series coefficients of Tables 3.2 and
3.3. An explanation of the parts of the mechanism shown in these figures is given in Fig. 3.3.
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Flow%direc+on%

+%Li/%

Figure 3.9: Final flapping trajectory for the rigid wing. Images have been rotated to show positive lift
directed upwards.

Figure 3.11 shows the lift produced by the final flapping trajectory with a rigid wing during a
single flapping cycle with several snapshots of the mechanism executing the path. The period of
each flapping cycle is 3 seconds. The wing produces positive lift during the upstroke and the
downstroke, and only produces negative lift during supination (wing rotation between the
downstroke and the upstroke). This is the only case where the wing continued to produce
positive lift during pronation (wing rotation between the upstroke and the downstroke). It is
possible that there is some unsteady lift enhancement during wing rotation as has been suggested
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by others [12], but the analysis of the wing aerodynamics in Chapter 4 does not include this part
of the flapping cycle.

Flow%direc+on%

+%Li/%

Figure 3.10: Final flapping trajectory for the flexible wing. Images have been rotated to show positive lift
directed upwards.
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Figure 3.11: Averaged lift history from the rigid optimum trajectory with a rigid wing over 100 flapping
cycles. The period (T) is 3 seconds. Supination occurs at approximately t/T = 0.25, and pronation occurs at
approximately t/T = 0.75. The images in this figure are a subset of those in Fig. 3.9, and are rotated to show
positive lift directed upwards.

Figure 3.12 shows the lift produced by the final flapping trajectory with a flexible wing
with several snapshots of the mechanism executing the path. This trajectory produces distinct
periods of positive lift during the up- and downstrokes, and zero or negative lift during pronation
and supination.
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Figure 3.12: Averaged lift history from the flexible optimum trajectory with a flexible wing over 100 flapping
cycles. The period (T) is 3 seconds. Supination occurs at approximately t/T = 0.25, and pronation occurs at
approximately t/T = 0.75. The images in this figure are a subset of those in Fig. 3.10, and are rotated to show
positive lift directed upwards..

The lift histories of both trajectories were ensemble averaged over 100 flapping cycles
and are shown in Fig. 3.13. Standard deviation is shown by a dashed line, indicating the
repeatability of the lift production over the 100 cycles. The highest standard deviation is 0.031 N
for the rigid optimum trajectory and 0.025 N for the flexible optimum trajectory, which is less
than 4% of the maximum measured lift.
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Figure 3.13: Averaged lift production of both of the optimal trajectories. The standard deviation of the lift is
indicated with dashed lines. The period (T) is 3 seconds.

The lift output of the mechanism using the rigid optimum trajectory with a rigid wing
produced the highest average lift out of all of the viable trajectories tested in this study. The BoxBehnken design optimization, however, does not guarantee a global maximum, as the design is
limited to selecting only specific trajectories to test during each run. This optimum, then, may
not represent the best possible trajectory for the rigid wing, but does represent an improvement
of over four times the average lift production of the starting point.
The flexible wing produced the most lift after optimization, but was unable to create as
much lift as the rigid wing with the same trajectory. Further comparisons of force results and a
discussion of the performance of rigid and flexible wings are presented in the next section.
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3.3.2

Average Force Results and Lift Histories of the Optimal Trajectories with Rigid and
Flexible Wings
Wing flexibility has been shown to have a dramatic effect on the aerodynamic

performance of a flapping wing [2,33]. Shyy et al. [34] first compared the performance between
a low Reynolds number membrane and a rigid airfoil in terms of the lift-to-drag ratio. The study
showed that the membrane airfoil delays flow separation at high angles of attack by changing its
camber, resulting in better aerodynamic performance. Galvao et al. [35] showed flexible wing
superiority by measuring wing performance of a rigid wing and several types of compliant
membrane wings held by rigid posts at the leading and trailing edges. This section will compare
the performance of the rigid and flexible wings described in Section 3.2.2.
Each of the optimal trajectories described in the previous section was run using both wing
types: rigid and flexible. The new force sensor described in Section 3.2.1 was used. Figure 3.14
shows the force results for each of the four different wing/trajectory combinations. The rigid
wing produces about twice as much lift as the flexible wing with the rigid optimum trajectory.
With the flexible optimum trajectory, the rigid wing still produces approximately 60% more lift
than the flexible wing.
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Figure 3.14: Force results of 20 iterations each for the four wing/trajectory combinations. With both
trajectories, the rigid wing outperforms the flexible wing.

Figure 3.15 shows the lift history of a single flapping cycle of the rigid optimum
trajectory when run with both the rigid and flexible wings. The force data for 20 flapping cycles
was averaged. The lift history of the flexible wing shows two distinct periods of lift
corresponding to the upstroke and downstroke of the wing. Negative lift is produced at the end of
each stroke when the wing rotates before beginning the next stroke. The lift history of the rigid
wing shows greater lift than the flexible wing during the downstroke and slightly lower lift
during the upstroke. Like the flexible wing, the rigid wing produces a negative lift during the
wing rotation between the upstroke and the downstroke, but unlike the flexible wing, a positive
lift during the rotation between the downstroke and upstroke. The positive lift during rotation
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here is most responsible for the disparity in the lift output between the two wing types shown in
Fig. 3.14.
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Figure 3.15: Averaged lift histories of a single cycle of the rigid optimum trajectory when run with the rigid
and flexible wings. Each of the histories was averaged from 20 iterations using each wing. The period (T) is 3
seconds.

Figure 3.16 shows the lift history of a single flapping cycle of the flexible optimum
trajectory when run with both the rigid and flexible wings. The force data for 20 flapping cycles
was averaged. Both wings show two distinct periods of lift that correspond to the upstroke and
downstroke of the wing during the cycle. Both wings produced nearly zero lift during supination,
and negative lift during pronation. The superior lift achieved by the rigid wing (shown in Fig.
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3.14) is due to higher peaks of lift during the flapping cycle, though qualitatively the force output
from both wings is similar.
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Figure 3.16: Averaged lift histories of a single cycle of the flexible optimum trajectory when run with the rigid
and flexible wings. Each of the histories was averaged from 20 iterations using each wing. The period (T) is 3
seconds.

There are several key differences in the setup of these results compared to other flexiblewing studies. The flexible wings used here were made of an isotropically flexible material and
did not include any supporting spars or frames as in other studies, where the leading edge had a
fixed shape and the camber of the wing was allowed to change. Shyy et al. [36] made a Clark-Y
airfoil with a flexible upper surface that retained many features of the airfoil but had a variable
camber. Experiments with the DelFly II [10] used flexible wings with a leading edge spar that
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caused the wings to perform a clap-and-peel motion not used by this mechanism. All of the
studies that show increased performance of flexible wings include a structured wing with flexible
surfaces that can be adjusted to increase lift. The wings tested in this thesis do not have such a
structure, and therefore the rigid wing superiority of these results is not in disagreement with
previous studies.
Shyy et al. [1] made the following conclusion: “It appears that with the right choice of
materials, pretension and unstrained shape, an aerodynamically effective equilibrium
configuration can often be achieved to improve the flight performance” (emphasis added). Wing
flexibility is a complex problem. The results from this thesis support the notion that aerodynamic
performance does not improve simply by making wings flexible, but by finding the right wing
for a given flyer.

3.3.3

Force Uncertainty
The main contributing factors to uncertainty in the force measurements are error in the

strain gauge calibration, noise in the raw data signal from the strain gauges, and position error
due to backlash in the gears.
The strain gauge calibration is an equation that maps the output voltage of the strain
gauge system to an applied force. For the setup used here, the calibration was found to be

Fapplied = 51832V − 28.214 ,

(3.4)

where the input voltage V is in units of µV and the output force F is in N. The uncertainty in the
applied force comes both from uncertainty in the voltage reading and from error in the fit of the
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calibration. The uncertainty of the voltage reading is a function of the type and configuration of
strain gauges and the data acquisition system used. National Instruments (NI) estimates the
overall measurement uncertainty of this system to be 0.1 % of the reading. With a maximum
measured voltage of 0.5614 nV, the maximum error in the output force due to measurement error
was estimated to be ureading = 0.029 N. The uncertainty due to the fit of the calibration data was
estimated using the standard deviation of the error between the calibration equation and the
measured forces, which was 6.32 percent. At the highest measured forces in this thesis, this gives
an uncertainty ucalibration = 0.063 N. Drift in the voltage calibration was minimized by zeroing the
strain gauges at the beginning of each iteration.
The error due to noise in the strain gauge data is estimated as half of the peak-to-peak
amplitude of the noise of the unstrained beam:

!

1
u0,noise = ± [0.0088 N] .!
2

!

!

!

!

!

!

(3.5)

!
The error due to backlash comes from uncertainty in the direction of the measured force
vector. When the force vector is resolved into the earth-fixed reference frame to give lift and
thrust (see Section 3.2.1), the error in the assumed direction will change the magnitude of the
force in the earth-fixed frame. Figure 3.17 shows how a directional uncertainty would cause
uncertainty in the force resolved into the x-direction. The error due to the backlash in the
differential gears was estimated by measuring the backlash in each DOF (θ1=1°, θ2=5°, θ3=4°)
and taking the cosines of these angles to estimate the maximum uncertainty of the force in each
of the earth-fixed directions. The sum of these forces is the total error due to backlash, and was
estimated to be ubacklash = 0.0071 N.
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Figure 3.17: Backlash error comes from the uncertainty of the direction of the measured force vector.

The total force output uncertainty is estimated by

2
2
2
2
utotal = ± ureading
+ ucalibration
+ u0,noise
+ ubacklash
.

(3.6)

The total uncertainty was utotal = ± 0.070 N. At maximum lift of approximately 1 N, this
corresponds to an uncertainty of 7%.

3.4

Conclusions
This chapter describes a method for finding optimized flapping trajectories for a given

wing and flow environment. The Box-Behnken experimental design increased the lift production
of both rigid and flexible wings. However, the Box-Behnken method does not guarantee
convergence on the global maximum, so it is possible only local maxima were found and
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superior trajectories exist that were not found. Alternative optimization methods could better
explore the design space, especially at variable extremes.
The mechanism force production presented in this chapter showed a strong sensitivity to
the type of wing used. While optimization led to improvement using both wing types, the rigid
wing outperformed the flexible wing regardless of the trajectory used. Based on other studies
that have shown that wing flexibility actually benefits flapping flyers [1,10,34,35,36], it should
be concluded from this research only that the rigid wings were superior to the flexible wings that
were tested; specifically, flexible wings that include some internal structure may perform better
than the rigid wings of this study. It is acknowledged that the wings tested did not have any
internal “framework” but were made of an isotropic plastic. It is believed that the lack of
structure in the flexible wing decreases the amount of lift produced as it reduces the wing’s
ability to impart energy into the fluid to produce lift. Furthermore, as the wing flexes it
effectively reduces the projected surface area in the lift producing direction. In addition to a lack
of wing structure, none of the trajectories tested appeared to take advantage of the clap-and-fling
motion that relies on wing flexibility to produce additional lift [10]. Alternative kinematic
models and optimization strategies may allow a wider variety of flapping motions than the
Fourier series expansion and Box-Behnken screening design.
Despite these caveats, the optimization successfully increased the lift produced by each
wing type. Chapter 4 discusses flow features that may explain why the rigid wing produced more
lift than the flexible wing.
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4

FLOW FEATURE CHARACTERIZATION OF OPTIMAL TRAJECTORIES OF A
FLAPPING WING USING PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY

In Chapter 3, optimal trajectories for rigid and flexible wings were found. This chapter
investigates the flow features that contributed to the performance of each wing/trajectory
combination using particle image velocimetry (PIV).

4.1

Introduction
The leading edge vortex (LEV) has been recognized as a large contributor to the lift

production of flapping wings at low Reynolds numbers (See Section 1.1.1). Van den Berg and
Ellington [3] used a scaled robotic insect (‘the flapper’) to mimic the wing movements of a
hovering hawkmoth. It was estimated that the leading edge vortex was responsible for up to twothirds of the lift production necessary to support the weight of the flapper. The swirl of the vortex
contributes to circulation around the wing, which can be related to lift through the KuttaJoukowsky relation [3,26,18].
The LEV has been observed at Reynolds numbers ranging from 10 to 20,000 [3,7,15,16],
compared to the Reynolds number of about 6,000 with the BYU mechanism. Typically, the LEV
is produced by wings at high angles of attack. The flapper produced LEVs at angles of attack
ranging from 30° to 67° - much higher than those sustainable by fixed-wing aircraft [18,37].
With flapping wings, spanwise velocity convects the vorticity of the LEV outwards, keeping the
wing from entering a deep stall [5].
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Particle image velocimetry was used to study why different trajectories and wings
produce different amounts of lift. In particular, the LEV was explored as a mechanism for
enhanced lift production used by the superior trajectories. Velocity and vorticity data were used
to compare flow fields generated by the wing and trajectory combinations presented in Section
3.3.2. The repeatability of the PIV results and the uncertainty of the PIV velocity measurements
were also assessed.

4.2
4.2.1

Methods
Equipment
The setup used to acquire PIV data is shown in Fig. 4.1. A double pulsed laser (New

Wave Research, Solo II-15 Nd:YAG, Fremont, CA) was positioned under the water tunnel
pointing up through the floor of the tunnel. A lens was used to direct the laser into a flat sheet
that illuminated seeding particles in a plane. A 12 bit CCD camera (LaVision, Imager intense,
Goettingen, Germany), with a resolution of 1376 × 1040, and 50 mm Nikkor lens were mounted
on a tripod outside of the water tunnel with the focal plane roughly parallel to the laser sheet.
Hollow glass spheres (Potters Industries, Sphericel, Malvern, PA) with a mean diameter of 11
µm and density of 1.11 g/cm were used for seeding particles.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of PIV setup. Images were taken with the camera set up in front of the tank and
perpendicular to the laser plane.

Image pairs were separated by 700 µs. Image pairs were taken at the same point of each
phase as described in Section 4.2.2. Cross correlation was performed on each image pair with 50
percent overlap for 1 pass with a 64 × 64 pixel window that was then refined for 2 more passes
with a 32 × 32 window size. Correlation was performed using a standard FFT method with a
Whittaker reconstruction. Vectors were removed if their peak ratio Q was less than 1.2 or if the
difference to the average of the neighboring vectors was more than twice the RMS value of the
neighbors. Empty spaces were filled by interpolation of the neighboring vectors. Areas of the
image that did not contain particles either due to the wing or its shadow were masked. Vectors
were calculated using DaVis software (LaVision, Goettingen, Germany) and sent to MATLAB
to be plotted. Appendix B contains the scripts used to import and display the velocity and
vorticity data.
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The images were calibrated using the calibration target shown in Fig. 4.2. Each of the
dots had a diameter of 0.005 m. The horizontal and vertical spacing were 0.01 m, with an overall
target size of 0.2 × 0.2 m. The software calibration using this target was able to account for
distortion in the image due to factors such as aberrations in the lens and from a nonperpendicular arrangement of the camera and the laser sheet (up to about 10°).

Figure 4.2: Target used for calibrating PIV images. Each of the dots had a diameter of 0.005 m and had an
equal center-to-center spacing of 0.01 m from neighboring dots. The overall size of the target was 0.2 × 0.2 m.

4.2.2

PIV Data Collection Procedure
Data were obtained during the times of peak lift for each wing/trajectory combination.

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show these times for the rigid and flexible optimum trajectories, respectively.
Image pairs were acquired at a predefined set point (one image per flapping cycle), the set point
number was updated, and more image pairs were taken. Consequently, image pairs from each set
point number represent unique flapping cycles and are not taken from the same flapping cycles
as any images from other set points. Flow fields from four set points, separated by 0.03 seconds,
were observed at each spanwise location.
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Figure 4.3: Lift histories for the rigid optimum trajectory. The dots indicate where the PIV images were
taken for each of the wing types. The dots are separated by 0.03 seconds. The period (T) of the flapping cycle
is 3 seconds.

PIV images were taken on vertical planes aligned with the flow in the tunnel. Images
were acquired at three approximate spanwise locations: 0.25R, 0.5R, and 0.75R, where R is the
length of the wing from root to tip. The laser was positioned relative to the wings in a stationary
horizontal position. Consequently the image plane was lined up at the correct spanwise location
for the first of the four set points used; as the wing rotated during later set points it moved out of
the image plane, effectively increasing the spanwise position of where the images were acquired.
The flexible wing, especially near the tip of the wing where it was more steeply curved,
exacerbated this error because small changes in the image plane location produced large changes
in the position on the wing.
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Figure 4.4: Lift histories for the flexible optimum trajectory. The dots indicate where the PIV images were
taken for each of the wing types. The dots are separated by 0.03 seconds. The period (T) of the flapping cycle
is 3 seconds.

Ten image pairs were collected at each of the set points chosen from the regions shown in
the previous figures. Because of variability in the velocity field between flapping cycles (see
Section 4.3.3), velocity vectors from a single image pair per set point are presented in the results
rather than an ensemble averaged velocity of all image pairs at that set point.

4.3
4.3.1

Results
Velocity
PIV analysis was performed on a flapping wing during periods of peak lift. Each of the

images taken comes from a unique flapping cycle. The following figures do not show the
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progression of a single vortex; rather they show vortices that are typical of those seen at each of
the set points. Section 4.3.3 contains a discussion of the repeatability of the PIV results.
Table 4.1 introduces the PIV velocity figures presented in this section, indicating the
trajectory, wing type, spanwise position of each figure and non-dimensional times when the
images were acquired.

Table 4.1: Trajectory, wing type, spanwise position, and t/T for the PIV velocity figures.

Figure Number

Trajectory

Wing Type

Spanwise Position

t/T

4.6

Rigid

Rigid

0.25R

0.013 – 0.043

4.7

Rigid

Rigid

0.5R

0.013 – 0.043

4.8

Rigid

Rigid

0.75R

0.013 – 0.043

4.10

Rigid

Flexible

0.25R

0.013 – 0.043

4.11

Rigid

Flexible

0.5R

0.013 – 0.043

4.12

Rigid

Flexible

0.75R

0.013 – 0.043

4.14

Flexible

Rigid

0.25R

0.013 – 0.043

4.15

Flexible

Rigid

0.5R

0.013 – 0.043

4.16

Flexible

Rigid

0.75R

0.013 – 0.043

4.18

Flexible

Flexible

0.25R

0.933 – 0.963

4.19

Flexible

Flexible

0.5R

0.933 – 0.963

4.20

Flexible

Flexible

0.75R

0.933 – 0.963

Rigid Optimum Trajectory with Rigid Wing
The rigid optimum trajectory with the rigid wing produced the highest average lift of the
four combinations tested in this study (Fig. 3.14). Raw images of the flow field at each of the
four set points used for PIV produced by this wing combination are presented in Fig. 4.5. The
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image plane was located at 0.75R and images were acquired at t/T = 0.013. Areas where particles
are not visible due to the wing or its shadow were masked before PIV processing. The average
angle of attack of the wing relative to the free stream velocity direction when these images were
taken was 68°.

RRW#34#

t/T#=#0.013#

t/T#=#0.023#

t/T#=#0.033#

t/T#=#0.043#

Figure 4.5: Raw images of the rigid wing running the rigid optimum trajectory.

Figure 4.6 shows PIV results on an image plane located at 0.25R. A vortex can be clearly
distinguished behind the leading edge, consistent with results seen in other studies [3,5,9]. The
field of view in this figure (and all subsequent PIV velocity figures) has been zoomed to the
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region that contains the LEV. The approximate location of the wing is indicated with a dashed
line. The motion of the wing can be visualized by comparing the wing positions in the four
individual frames of this figure. It should be noted here that the color scales of all of the PIV
velocity images are unique for each wing/trajectory combination.

Figure 4.6: PIV velocity vectors for the rigid optimum trajectory with the rigid wing. The image plane is
located at 0.25R. The wing is indicated with a dashed line.
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Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show PIV velocity results for image planes located at 0.5R and 0.75R,
respectively. These images also show vortices behind the leading edge of the wing, though the
shapes and clarity of the vortices are less clear than at 0.25R. Despite inconsistency in the vortex
shape, its presence is confirmed by high amounts of vorticity in the region behind the leading
edge (discussed in Section 4.3.2).

Figure 4.7: PIV velocity vectors for the rigid optimum trajectory with the rigid wing. The image plane is
located at 0.5R. The wing is indicated with a dashed line.
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Figure 4.8: PIV velocity vectors for the rigid optimum trajectory with the rigid wing. The image plane is
located at 0.75R. The wing is indicated with a dashed line.

Rigid Optimum Trajectory with Flexible Wing
Raw PIV images for the rigid optimum trajectory with the flexible wing are presented in
Fig. 4.9. The images show the wing flexure during this period of the flapping cycle. At t/T =
0.013, the bent wing obscured some illuminated particles, but at the later times the wing had
rotated to give the camera an unobstructed view of the particles on the underside of the wing.
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The average angle of attack at the base of the wing was 68°, but because the wing flexed during
flapping the angle of attack of the leading edge may not have been consistent throughout its
span. This is one of the differences between this flexible wing and those used in other studies,
which include rigid structures at the leading edge to maintain a constant angle of attack
[1,10,35,36]. This figure also shows the change in the image plane location as the wing rotates
during flapping. The plane was set at 0.75R for the position shown at t/T = 0.013, but by t/T =
0.043 only the tip of the wing is in the image plane. The exact position of the wing depends on

RFW$34$

the angle of rotation of the base of the wing as well as the curvature of the flexed wing.

t/T$=$0.013$

t/T$=$0.023$

t/T$=$0.033$

t/T$=$0.043$

Figure 4.9: Raw images of the flexible wing running the rigid optimum trajectory.
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Figure 4.10 shows the PIV velocity results from the rigid optimum trajectory and the
flexible wing with the image plane positioned at 0.25R. A LEV is again visible, very close to the
surface of the wing. The wing appears curved at t/T = 0.013 because it is bent over the line where
the laser hit the wing; the wing does not appear curved at the other times shown because there
was an unobstructed view of the laser hitting the wing.
Figure 4.11 shows PIV velocity results for an image plane located at 0.5R. Leading edge
vortices are again present, but there are higher velocities than those shown in Fig. 4.10 at 0.25R.
The wing did not obstruct any of the particles at this image plane location, so the line masking
the wing is straight.
Figure 4.12 shows PIV velocity results for an image plane located at 0.75R. The
velocities are still higher than in the previous figures, and the vortices are further detached from
the wing. Particles were obstructed only at t/T = 0.013. The wing appears smaller at t/T = 0.043
because it had rotated out of the image plane and the camera captured a location nearer to the
wing tip. The shape and strength of the vortex become less defined at the later times, though it is
not clear whether this is due to the vortex being shed and dissipating or if the image plane has
simply moved away from the location of the LEV.
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Figure 4.10: PIV velocity vectors for the rigid optimum trajectory with the flexible wing. The image plane is
located at 0.25R. The wing is indicated with a dashed line.
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Figure 4.11: PIV velocity vectors for the rigid optimum trajectory with the flexible wing. The image plane is
located at 0.5R. The wing is indicated with a dashed line.
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Figure 4.12: PIV velocity vectors for the rigid optimum trajectory with the flexible wing. The image plane is
located at 0.75R. The wing is indicated with a dashed line.

Flexible Optimum Trajectory with Rigid Wing
Images of the flexible optimum trajectory with the rigid wing are shown in Fig. 4.13. The
average angle of attack of the wing during these set points was 40°. The images have been
lightened to see the wing more clearly, causing the brightest areas where the laser is hitting the
wing to appear washed out. These areas were masked during PIV processing.
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FRW$34$

t/T$=$0.013$

t/T$=$0.023$

t/T$=$0.033$

t/T$=$0.043$

Figure 4.13: Raw images of the rigid wing running the flexible optimum trajectory.

Figure 4.14 shows the PIV velocity results from the flexible optimum trajectory and the
rigid wing with the image plane positioned at 0.25R, measured from root to tip. The vortex
begins very near the edge of the wing at t/T = 0.013, and tends to move back and detach from the
wing by t/T = 0.043.
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Figure 4.14: PIV velocity vectors for the flexible optimum trajectory with the rigid wing. The image plane is
located at 0.25R. The wing is indicated with a dashed line.

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show PIV velocity results for an image plane located at 0.5R and
0.75R, respectively. The location and shape of the vortices in these figures varies widely, though
a vortex of some form is always seen. Section 4.3.3 discusses the repeatability of the PIV results.
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Figure 4.15: PIV velocity vectors for the flexible optimum trajectory with the rigid wing. The image plane is
located at 0.5R. The wing is indicated with a dashed line.
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Figure 4.16: PIV velocity vectors for the flexible optimum trajectory with the rigid wing. The image plane is
located at 0.75R. The wing is indicated with a dashed line.

Flexible Optimum Trajectory with Flexible Wing
The flexible optimum trajectory with the flexible wing produced the lowest average lift
of the four combinations studied (Section 3.3.2). Figure 4.17 shows raw images used for PIV
calculations of this combination. The highest lift production occurred earlier in the flapping cycle
than from the other combinations (Fig. 4.4). Consequently, the wing has not advanced as far and
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many of the particles near the surface of the underside of the wing are obscured by the upper side
of the wing.

FFW#34#

t/T#=#0.933#

t/T#=#0.943#

t/T#=#0.953#

t/T#=#0.963#

Figure 4.17: Raw images of the flexible wing running the flexible optimum trajectory.

Figure 4.18 shows the PIV velocity results from the flexible optimum trajectory and the
flexible wing with the image plane positioned at 0.25R, measured from root to tip. A small but
distinct vortex is seen forming on the leading edge.
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Figure 4.18: PIV velocity vectors for the flexible optimum trajectory with the flexible wing. The image plane
is located at 0.25R. The wing is indicated with a dashed line.

Figures 4.19 and 4.20 show the PIV velocity results from the flexible-optimum trajectory
and the flexible wing with the image plane positioned at 0.5R and 0.75R. Because particles near
the lower surface of the wing are obscured, it is difficult to draw conclusions about the flow
features because it is not known what is happening near the wing surface. The wing position in
these images does not preclude the existence of a LEV, only the ability to quantify it.
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Figure 4.19: PIV velocity vectors for the flexible optimum trajectory with the flexible wing. The image plane
is located at 0.5R. The wing is indicated with a dashed line.
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Figure 4.20: PIV velocity vectors for the flexible optimum trajectory with the flexible wing. The image plane
is located at 0.75R. The wing is indicated with a dashed line.

Discussion of Velocity Results
All of the combinations tested produced a vortex behind the leading edge, though the
shape, position, and strength of the vortex varied for different combinations and at different
times and locations. The characteristics of the vortices observed here are similar to those of the
LEV observed by others. The direction of the velocity in the vortex relative to the wing and
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angle of attack are consistent with that of similar flapping mechanisms studied by Van den Berg
and Ellington [3], De Clercq et al. [10] and Hubel and Tropea [26].
The PIV velocity results show a strong sensitivity to wing type. The LEV’s contribution
to lift enhancement is normally evaluated using the Kutta-Joukowsky theorem [3,26], but the
shadows cast by the wing do not allow for a calculation of the circulation around the entire wing.
A qualitative relationship between vortex strength and lift production is presented in the
following section by comparing the maximum vorticity of the LEV with the lift results of
Chapter 3.

4.3.2

Vorticity
Previous studies [10,26] have assessed the suitability of using PIV to estimate lift

production of a flapping wing by applying the Kutta-Joukowsky relation, which relates lift
production to the circulation of an incompressible flow for an airfoil [18]. While the KuttaJoukowsky theorem was developed for steady-state aerodynamics, it has been used to predict
trends in lift production of flapping wings [27,28]. The Kutta-Joukowsky theorem is applied by
calculating the circulation of a closed loop that surrounds the airfoil; however, the shadows cast
by the wing in this study prevented such a calculation of circulation. Instead, the relationship
between maximum vorticity and lift was explored. Because vorticity is related to circulation
[19], it follows that it will also have a similar relationship to lift.
The average maximum vorticity for the cases tested is shown in Fig. 4.21. Forty image
pairs were used to calculate the average: 10 pairs from each of the four set points. The vorticity
was calculated from the velocity vectors by the DaVis software. The rigid wing, which produced
higher average lift forces than the flexible wing for both trajectories (Section 3.3.2), produces
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correspondingly higher maximum vorticity. The error bars show the standard deviation of the
maximum vorticity for each case. The maximum vorticity of the LEVs produced by both
trajectories with the rigid wing fall within a standard deviation and do not differ significantly, but
produced significantly higher maximum vorticity than the flexible wing.
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Figure 4.21: Average maximum vorticity for each of the wing/trajectory combinations at 0.25R, 0.5R, and
0.75R. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of the data.

Figure 4.22 shows the vorticity of typical vortex structures for each of the wing and
trajectory combinations. The strength and size of the leading edge vortex produced by the rigid
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wing are larger than that produced by the flexible wing, with the strongest vortices being
produced by the rigid wing running the rigid optimum trajectory.
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Figure 4.22: PIV vorticity plots of a single flapping cycle for each of the four wing/trajectory combinations
taken at 0.25R. The approximate location of the wing is indicated with a dashed line. The arrow indicates the
direction of wing motion.

The vorticity results presented here indicate a relationship between maximum vortex
strength and lift production. Because the Kutta-Joukowsky theorem relates circulation rather than
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vorticity to lift, it is not a direct proportionality, but increasing the strength of the LEV increases
the circulation and also increases lift.

4.3.3

Repeatability of PIV Results
Images were taken once per flapping cycle at the times specified in the previous section.

Figure 4.23 shows nine images taken of the flexible optimum trajectory with the flexible wing
during consecutive flapping cycles. Each of the images was triggered at t/T = 0.943. The position
and amount of flex on the wing is consistent in all of the images.

FFW#14#

t/T#=#0.943#
Figure 4.23: Repeatability of the images taken during consecutive flapping cycles.
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The repeatability of the PIV results presented in the previous sections is shown in Figs.
4.24 and 4.25. Figure 4.24 is the rigid-wing optimum trajectory with the rigid wing, with images
acquired at t/T = 0.13. Figure 4.25 is the rigid-wing optimum trajectory with the flexible wing,
with images taken at t/T = 0.23. The figures show the variability of the velocity and vorticity
fields between ten consecutive flapping cycles. The variability shown is representative of the all
of the combinations tested. While similar flow features can be seen in all of the images, the
vortex positions and shapes change between cycles. The standard deviation of the velocity of the
10 flapping cycles is shown in Fig. 4.26, indicating the cycle-to-cycle variation of the velocity.
The standard deviation reaches 0.2 m/s and 0.09 m/s for the rigid and flexible wings,
respectively, an error of approximately 10% based on the maximum induced flow of each wing.
The ensemble-averaged velocity and vorticity for the rigid wing optimum with the rigid
wing are shown in Fig. 4.27. While qualitatively the data appear reasonable, the maximum
vorticity of the averaged data is only 75 s-1, compared to a mean vorticity of 136.4 s-1 for this
case (shown in Fig. 4.21). This represents an error of more than two standard deviations from the
mean. The low reported vortex strength results from variations in the shape and position of the
vortices that tend to cancel each other out during averaging. Based on the repeatability of the
force results (Fig. 3.13) and the vortex strength (Fig. 4.21), these small variations in the vortex
shape and position do not appear to have a large effect on the force produced during flapping.
Rather, it seems to be the strength of the vortex that determines the additional lift on the wing.
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Figure 4.24: PIV velocity and vorticity results for the rigid-optimum trajectory with the rigid wing. Velocity
is represented by arrows and vorticity by color. The images in this figure represent the velocity from
successive flapping cycles at t/T = 0.013.
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Figure 4.25: PIV velocity and vorticity results for the rigid-optimum trajectory with the flexible wing.
Velocity is represented by arrows and vorticity by color. The images in this figure represent the velocity from
successive flapping cycles at t/T = 0.013.
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Figure 4.26: Standard deviation of velocity for all flapping cycles in Figs. 4.24 and 4.25.

4.3.4

Uncertainty of PIV Velocity Measurements
The accuracy of velocity measurements obtained from PIV data is a composite of the

ability of the seed particles to follow the flow and for the imaging system and analysis procedure
to record and process a field of particle images [38,39]. The uncertainty of the velocity in these
experiments was determined by (1) the ability of the equipment to accurately measure the
movement of the particles, (2) the degree to which the particles follow the motion of the flow,
and (3) the accuracy with which the software correlates groupings of particles. MATLAB code
used to calculate the uncertainty at each position of the flow field is given in Appendix B.
The error due to equipment uncertainty can be estimated by [38]:

2
2
2
⎡⎛ 1 ⎞ 2 ⎛ −l
⎞ ⎛ −l
⎞ ⎤ ⎛ −u l ⎞
2
2
wu = u ⎢⎜ wl ⎟ + ⎜ 2 wL1 ⎟ + ⎜ 2 wL 2 ⎟ ⎥ + ⎜
⎟⎠ ⎡⎣ wt1 + wt 2 ⎤⎦ ,
⎝
⎝
⎝
⎝
⎠
⎠
⎠
L
L
Δt L
⎣ L
⎦
2

(4.1)

where u is the velocity, l is the physical length of the calibration scale, L is the calibration scale
image plane length in pixels, wl is the uncertainty of the calibration scale length, wL1 is the
uncertainty of the image plane length, wL2 is the image distortion due to lens aberrations, Δt is
the time step of the image pair, wt1 is the uncertainty of the laser pulse timing, and wt2 is the
accuracy of the delay generator. The error due to equipment uncertainty was highest at the points
of maximum velocity, where it reached a maximum value of 7.9 mm/s.
The error due to inertial effects (how well particles follow the flow), can be estimated
using [38]:
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uslip

2
1 ρ pd p
=
a px u px + a py u py ,
18 µ f

(

)

(4.2)

where uslip is the slip velocity (difference between the fluid and particle velocities), ρp is the
density of the particle, dp is the diameter of the particle, µf is the viscosity of the fluid, apx and apy
are the accelerations of the particle in the x- and y-directions, and upx and upy are the velocities of
the particle in the x- and y-directions. The maximum slip velocity was 9.8 mm/s.
The process uncertainty is estimated by calculating the error that would occur if the
correlation procedure were unable to accurately match the groupings of the particles. With a final
window size of 32 × 32, the correlation can be off by up to 32 pixels. However, post-processing
algorithms remove vectors if its difference to the average of the neighboring vectors is more than
twice the root-mean-square value of the neighbors, thus reducing the effects of poor correlation.
This post-processing method causes the process uncertainty to scale with the velocity gradients
in the fluid rather than the local velocity of the fluid. The highest values of the process
uncertainty reach 7.2 mm/s.
The total uncertainty in the velocity measurements is estimated by combining the
individual sources of uncertainty using

2
wtotal = wu2 + uslip
.

(4.3)

The total maximum uncertainty was utotal = ± 12.7 mm/s as the maximum flow velocity
approaches 1 m/s. The uncertainty throughout the velocity fields scales with the magnitude of the
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velocity, and is typically around 1.2 percent of the local velocity value. Additional details on the
uncertainty calculations are presented in Appendix C.

4.4

Conclusions
This chapter presented PIV data that compares the flow features produced by four

different wing/trajectory combinations. Instantaneous velocity fields were presented for several
periods of peak lift for each of the cases. Vorticity data was presented that, when compared with
lift production results of Chapter 3, indicates a positive relationship between vortex strength and
lift production. A discussion of the repeatability and uncertainty of PIV velocity results was also
given.
Each of the cases tested showed the existence of a vortex behind the leading edge, though
the strength and shape of these vortices differed both from one flapping cycle to the next and for
each of the cases tested. The strength of the vortices appeared to be related to the amount of lift
produced by the flapping wing. Such a relationship agrees with the conclusions of Chapter 3;
namely, that the rigid wing is superior to the flexible wing for the trajectories tested in this study.
Further experimentation using wings similar to those used by others that feature both rigid and
flexible portions may reveal even better performance.
The results presented in this chapter did not address all of the lift-generating mechanisms
that may hold promise for flapping flight. The clap-and-fling mechanism was not seen in any of
the trajectories studied. The effects of wing rotation and wake recovery were also not studied in
this research. However, these results add to the body of research that credits the leading edge
vortex for enhanced lift production by flapping wings.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

The research described in this thesis has been conducted to further our understanding of
insect flight by building a testing environment and model for simulating wing kinematics of a
hawkmoth, by using the mechanism to investigate and locate optimal wing trajectories for rigid
and flexible wings, and by using particle image velocimetry to investigate the flow features that
may be responsible for enhanced lift production in flapping flight.

5.1

5.1.1

Scaling Requirements and a Water Tunnel Design for Experiments with a Flapping
Wing Mechanism
Conclusions
Non-dimensional numbers associated with dynamic scaling were discussed, including

Reynolds number, Strouhal number, and reduced frequency. These numbers were used to choose
a wing and to design a testing environment for the flapping mechanism. The water tunnel, in
which testing took place, can maintain an average test section velocity of 0.013 m/s. A
characterization of the flow of the water tunnel showed that it was a suitable environment for the
testing performed for this thesis, as well as for future experimentation with the flapping
mechanism.
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5.1.2

Future Work
Further understanding could come by applying the scaling principles in this chapter to

model the wings and flight of other animals besides the hawkmoth. Other wing shapes and
kinematics may be more appropriate for flapping mechanisms. The scaling laws included here
apply only to the geometry of the wing; further experimentation with materials and
manufacturing processes could be useful in finding wings that are more effective than those used
in this research.

5.2
5.2.1

Optimization of Flapping-Wing Kinematics Using a Box-Behnken Screening Design
Conclusions
A Box-Behnken screening design was used to iteratively search for trajectories that

maximized the lift produced by rigid and flexible wings in a water tunnel. The best trajectory
from each optimization run was selected as the center point for a new Box-Behnken experiment.
This process was repeated iteratively until it approached convergence. The optimal trajectories
successfully increased the lift production of both the rigid and flexible wings.
The trajectories tested showed a strong sensitivity to wing type. A comparison of the two
types of wings with the same trajectory showed that the rigid wing produced higher lift than the
flexible wing. A comparison of the flexible wings in this study to wings used in other studies
showed that wing framework that maintains structure while some surfaces flex is necessary to
realize enhanced lift production from flexible wings.
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5.2.2

Future Work
The Box-Behnken design effectively reduces the number of iterations that must be

performed compared to full factorial designs, but it is limited to testing only first order
interactions between variables. Furthermore, the variables only take discrete values specified by
the step size of each optimization run. Other optimization methods could improve the speed at
which the objective converges or improve the optimum. Other optimization methods may also be
able to find an optimum with fewer calls to the experimental model, reducing the wear on the
mechanism and extending its life.
The design approach may also have been more effective if it started at real hawkmoth
kinematics rather than an arbitrary starting point. The optimization algorithm would explore
areas nearer those found in nature. Some of the variables could have been constrained to preserve
some of the basic motion of nature’s flyers. Furthermore, alternative methods of representing the
kinematics could allow the wing to explore trajectories more similar to real flapping patterns that
are possible with the Fourier series expansion method. Wing flexibility could be further explored
by completing optimization experiments with more complicated wing designs that include some
level of structure to the flexible wing.

5.3

5.3.1

Flow Feature Characterization of Optimal Trajectories of a Flapping Wing using
Particle Image Velocimetry
Conclusions
Four cases with different wing types and flapping trajectories were analyzed using

particle image velocimetry. The velocity data was presented as a qualitative representation of the
leading edge vortex: a flow feature that has been suggested to be one of the largest sources of lift
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production in unsteady flight. The leading edge vortex observed in this research is comparable to
that seen by others. Vorticity results were presented to quantify the strength of the leading edge
vortices produced. The cases that produced the strongest vortices corresponded to those with the
highest measured lift production.
The results presented in this chapter add to the body of work confirming the existence of
the leading edge vortex. Furthermore, the research has given members of the BYU Flapping
Flight Research Group insight into the flow features of interest produced as the mechanism flaps,
providing direction for areas of future research.

5.3.2

Future Work
The flow visualization work described in this chapter will provide the groundwork for

future flow visualization studies using both 2- and 3-dimensional methods. Solutions to
difficulties associated with the setup of the mechanism and PIV equipment in the water tunnel
can be extended to future work.
Greater understanding of the lift-generating mechanisms produced by the BYU flapping
mechanism can be achieved by looking at several set points of the same flapping cycle in
succession to provide an understanding of the formation of the LEV. This knowledge could be
used to guide the choice of wing kinematics for a flapping wing mechanism. The application of
recent methods such as synthetic aperture particle image velocimetry (SAPIV) that are capable
of producing 3D results would also give further insight to the nature of the LEV. Further, the
application of the methods presented in this research could be applied to other flapping
trajectories that could include other unsteady lift-generating mechanisms such as clap-and-fling
and wake recovery.
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APPENDIX A.

WATER TUNNEL DRAWING PACKAGE

This section contains the drawings for the water tunnel and stand. All of the models and
drawings were created in Solidworks. The acrylic was obtained from Regional Supply in Salt
Lake City, UT. A bill of materials and vendor list is included. Instructions for the tank assembly
were written by Brad Newton at http://www.duboisi.com/diy/BNdiytank/bndiytank.htm.
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BILL OF MATERIALS
QTY

DESCRIPTION

VENDOR

UNIT
PRICE

LINE
TOTAL

3

36" x 96" Cell-Cast Acrylic Sheet, 0.5' thick

Regional Supply

$273.37

$820.11

2

36"' x 35.5"' Cell-Cast Acrylic Sheet, 0.5" thick

Regional Supply

$102.51

$205.02

2

1' x 1' Cell Cast Acrylic Sheet, 0.5" thick

Regional Supply

$11.39

$22.78

4

1" x 35.5" Cell-Cast Acrylic, 0.5" Thick

Regional Supply

$3.13

$12.52

2

1" x 34" Cell-Cast Acrylic, 0.5" Thick

Regional Supply

$2.96

$5.92

2

1" x 24" Cell-Cast Acrylic, 0.5" Thick

Regional Supply

$1.74

$3.48

1

1" x 38" Cell-Cast Acrylic, 0.5" Thick

Regional Supply

$2.76

$2.76

1

24" x 38" Cell-Cast Acrylic, 0.5" Thick

Regional Supply

$66.12

$66.12

1

IPS WELD-ON 40 High Strength Acrylic Cement

Regional Supply

$17.72

$17.72

1

Weld-on 4 Acrylic Adhesive - Paint

$22.50

$22.50

2

Perfecto Manufacturing Silicon Sealer

Amazon.com
http://www.fosteran
dsmithaquatics.com

$7.19

$14.38

1

25-gauge 3cc Syringe

Amazon.com

$11.50

$11.50

3

Electrical Tape

Home Depot

$1.97

$5.91

1

Gravel

Home Depot

$4.87

$4.87

2

1/4" Wire Mesh - 3' x 5'

Home Depot

$11.97

$23.94

4" Pipe Sch 40 Gray PVC

Indelco

$2.03

2

4" Tee Sch 40 PVC Soc x Soc x Soc

Indelco

$15.93

$31.86

3

4" 90° Elbow Sch 40 PVC Soc x Soc

Indelco

$10.73

$32.19

2

4" 45° Elbow Sch 40 PVC Soc x Soc

Indelco

$13.98

$27.96

2

4" PVC Gate Valve PP/EPDM Flanged

Indelco

$627.95

$1,255.90

5

4" Full Face Flange Gasket EPDM

Indelco

$6.69

$33.45

8

4" Flange Solid Style Sch 80 PVC Soc

Indelco

$18.57

$148.56

4

4" Bolt Packs Zinc Plated

Indelco

$18.20

$72.80

4

4" Coupler Sch 40 White PVC Soc

Indelco

$4.92

$19.68

2

PVC Garden Hose Adapter

Home Depot

$1.00

$2.00

1

Garden Hose - min. 20 ft.

Home Depot

$10.00

$10.00

1

Caulking Gun

Home Depot

$4.97

$4.97

1

Oatey 8 oz. PVC Cement

Home Depot

4.22
SUBTOTAL
SALES TAX
TOTAL

4.22
$2,883.12
0.06
$3,063.32

70 Feet
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APPENDIX B.

PIV ANALYSIS AND UNCERTAINTY – MATLAB CODE

B.1 readfiles.m
%% readfiles.m
% Written by: Steve Naegle
%
% This file reads in all of the PIV data files and saves them in a format
% that can be plotted by Vel_Plots.m. Only two set points are included. The
% rest are similar and are omitted to save space.
%% Housekeeping
clc;
clear all;
close all;

%% Fopt_FW 1/4
imnums = [3 3 3 4];
location at once

% Define all of the image numbers for this

% Setpoint 20
i = imnums(1);
% Image Number
A = readimx(sprintf('Z:\\PIV Data\\Fopt_FW 14\\Setpoint 20\\B00%03d.VC7',i));
[xPixel yPixel xVel yVel] = showimx(A);
quiver(xPixel, yPixel, xVel, yVel);
xVel_FFW14(:,:,1) = xVel;
yVel_FFW14(:,:,1) = yVel;
xPixel_FFW14 = xPixel;
yPixel_FFW14 = yPixel;
% Setpoint 35
i = imnums(2);
% Image Number
A = readimx(sprintf('Z:\\PIV Data\\Fopt_FW 14\\Setpoint 35\\B00%03d.VC7',i));
[xPixel yPixel xVel yVel] = showimx(A);
quiver(xPixel, yPixel, xVel, yVel);
xVel_FFW14(:,:,2) = xVel;
yVel_FFW14(:,:,2) = yVel;
xPixel_FFW14 = xPixel;
yPixel_FFW14 = yPixel;
% Setpoint 50
i = imnums(3);
% Image Number
A = readimx(sprintf('Z:\\PIV Data\\Fopt_FW 14\\Setpoint 50\\B00%03d.VC7',i));
[xPixel yPixel xVel yVel] = showimx(A);
quiver(xPixel, yPixel, xVel, yVel);
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xVel_FFW14(:,:,3) = xVel;
yVel_FFW14(:,:,3) = yVel;
xPixel_FFW14 = xPixel;
yPixel_FFW14 = yPixel;
% Setpoint 65
i = imnums(4);
% Image Number
A = readimx(sprintf('Z:\\PIV Data\\Fopt_FW 14\\Setpoint 65\\B00%03d.VC7',i));
[xPixel yPixel xVel yVel] = showimx(A);
quiver(xPixel, yPixel, xVel, yVel);
xVel_FFW14(:,:,4) = xVel;
yVel_FFW14(:,:,4) = yVel;
xPixel_FFW14 = xPixel;
yPixel_FFW14 = yPixel;
%% Fopt_FW 1/2
imnums = [3 2 2 2 1];
location at once

% Define all of the image numbers for this

% Setpoint 20
i = imnums(1);
% Image Number
A = readimx(sprintf('Z:\\PIV Data\\Fopt_FW 12\\Setpoint 20\\B00%03d.VC7',i));
[xPixel yPixel xVel yVel] = showimx(A);
quiver(xPixel, yPixel, xVel, yVel);
xVel_FFW12(:,:,1) = xVel;
yVel_FFW12(:,:,1) = yVel;
xPixel_FFW12 = xPixel;
yPixel_FFW12 = yPixel;
% Setpoint 35
i = imnums(2);
% Image Number
A = readimx(sprintf('Z:\\PIV Data\\Fopt_FW 12\\Setpoint 35\\B00%03d.VC7',i));
[xPixel yPixel xVel yVel] = showimx(A);
quiver(xPixel, yPixel, xVel, yVel);
xVel_FFW12(:,:,2) = xVel;
yVel_FFW12(:,:,2) = yVel;
xPixel_FFW12 = xPixel;
yPixel_FFW12 = yPixel;
% Setpoint 50
i = imnums(3);
% Image Number
A = readimx(sprintf('Z:\\PIV Data\\Fopt_FW 12\\Setpoint 50\\B00%03d.VC7',i));
[xPixel yPixel xVel yVel] = showimx(A);
quiver(xPixel, yPixel, xVel, yVel);
xVel_FFW12(:,:,3) = xVel;
yVel_FFW12(:,:,3) = yVel;
xPixel_FFW12 = xPixel;
yPixel_FFW12 = yPixel;
% Setpoint 65
i = imnums(4);
% Image Number
A = readimx(sprintf('Z:\\PIV Data\\Fopt_FW 12\\Setpoint 65\\B00%03d.VC7',i));
[xPixel yPixel xVel yVel] = showimx(A);
quiver(xPixel, yPixel, xVel, yVel);
xVel_FFW12(:,:,4) = xVel;
yVel_FFW12(:,:,4) = yVel;
xPixel_FFW12 = xPixel;
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yPixel_FFW12 = yPixel;
% Setpoint 80
i = imnums(5);
% Image Number
A = readimx(sprintf('Z:\\PIV Data\\Fopt_FW 12\\Setpoint 80\\B00%03d.VC7',i));
[xPixel yPixel xVel yVel] = showimx(A);
quiver(xPixel, yPixel, xVel, yVel);
xVel_FFW12(:,:,5) = xVel;
yVel_FFW12(:,:,5) = yVel;
xPixel_FFW12 = xPixel;
yPixel_FFW12 = yPixel;
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B.2 SSplots_relative.m
%% SSplots_relative.m
% Written by: Steve Naegle
%
% This file plots the velocity vectors for the steady state water tunnel
% characterization

%% House keeping
clc;
clear all;
close all;
%% Load data
load SSprojdata

%% Quiver Plots
% Calculate Means
xyMean14 = (xVel_14.^2 + yVel_14.^2).^(1/2);
xyMean12 = (xVel_12.^2 + yVel_12.^2).^(1/2);
xyMean34 = (xVel_34.^2 + yVel_34.^2).^(1/2);
% Standardize the color bounds
low = 0;
high = 100;
scale = 1;
% Calculate relative values
xmean = 0.013;
ymean = 0;
xVel_14rel
yVel_14rel
xVel_12rel
yVel_12rel
xVel_34rel
yVel_34rel

=
=
=
=
=
=

(xVel_14-xmean);
(yVel_14-ymean);
(xVel_12-xmean);
(yVel_12-ymean);
(xVel_34-xmean);
(yVel_34-ymean);

xyMean14rel = abs((xyMean14 - xmean)/xmean)*100;
xyMean12rel = abs((xyMean12 - xmean)/xmean)*100;
xyMean34rel = abs((xyMean34 - xmean)/xmean)*100;
% Plot 0.25R
figure;
hold on;
pcolor(xPixel_14, yPixel_14, xyMean14rel);
hold on;
quiver(xPixel_14, yPixel_14, xVel_14rel, yVel_14rel,'k');
shading interp;
caxis([low high]);
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axis equal;
axis tight;
xlabel('X (mm)','Fontsize',12);
ylabel('Z (mm)','Fontsize',12);
% title('1/4 R')
h1 = colorbar('EastOutside');
ylabel(h1, 'Relative Percent Error (%)','Fontsize',12);
% Plot 0.5R
figure;
pcolor(xPixel_12, yPixel_12, xyMean12rel);
hold on;
quiver(xPixel_12, yPixel_12, xVel_12rel, yVel_12rel,scale,'k');
shading interp;
caxis([low high]);
axis equal;
axis tight;
xlabel('X (mm)','Fontsize',12);
ylabel('Z (mm)','Fontsize',12);
% title('1/2 R')
h2 = colorbar('EastOutside');
ylabel(h2, 'Relative Percent Error (%)','Fontsize',12);
% Plot 0.75R
figure;
pcolor(xPixel_34, yPixel_34, xyMean34rel);
hold on;
quiver(xPixel_34, yPixel_34, xVel_34rel, yVel_34rel,scale,'k');
shading interp;
caxis([low high]);
axis equal;
axis tight;
xlabel('X (mm)','Fontsize',12);
ylabel('Z (mm)','Fontsize',12);
% title('3/4 R')
h3 = colorbar('EastOutside');
ylabel(h3, 'Relative Percent Error (%)','Fontsize',12);
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B.3 plots_10img.m
%% plots_10img.m
% Written by: Steve Naegle
% This file plots all 10 images for a single combination to show
% repeatability of the PIV data. It also calculates and displays standard
% deviation to show cycle-to-cycle variation.
%% House keeping
clc;
clear all;
close all;
%% Load data
load 10imgproj
%% Calculate Means
xyMeanRRW14 = (xVel_RRW14.^2 + yVel_RRW14.^2).^(1/2);
xyMeanRFW14 = (xVel_RFW14.^2 + yVel_RFW14.^2).^(1/2);
%% Standardize Color Bars
RRW = 1;
RFW = .5;
%% RRW14
low = 0;
high = RRW;
figure;
P = 0;
M = 0.055;
SV = 0.045;
MB = .13;
MT = .02;
for i =1:10
subaxis(5,2,i,'SV',SV, 'P', P, 'M',M,'MB', MB,'MT',MT);
pcolor(xPixel_RRW14, yPixel_RRW14, xyMeanRRW14(:,:,i));
hold on;
quiver(xPixel_RRW14, yPixel_RRW14, xVel_RRW14(:,:,i),
yVel_RRW14(:,:,i),1,'k');
shading interp;
caxis([low high]);
axis([10 70 0 30])
xlabel('X (mm)','fontsize',14);
ylabel('Z (mm)','fontsize',14);
end
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% Add a colorbar to all of the plots
h = colorbar('SouthOutside','Units','Pixels','Position',[46 55 782 20]);
xlabel(h, 'Velocity (m/s)','fontsize',14);
set(gcf,'Position',[1 1 869 940])
% saveas(gcf,'10RRW14.fig');
%% RFW14
low = 0;
high = RFW;
figure;
P = 0;
M = 0.055;
SV = 0.045;
MB = .13;
MT = .02;
for i =1:10
subaxis(5,2,i,'SV',SV, 'P', P, 'M',M,'MB', MB,'MT',MT);
pcolor(xPixel_RFW14, yPixel_RFW14, xyMeanRFW14(:,:,i));
hold on;
quiver(xPixel_RFW14, yPixel_RFW14, xVel_RFW14(:,:,i),
yVel_RFW14(:,:,i),1,'k');
shading interp;
caxis([low high]);
axis([35 85 30 55])
xlabel('X (mm)','fontsize',14);
ylabel('Z (mm)','fontsize',14);
end

% Add a colorbar to all of the plots
h = colorbar('SouthOutside','Units','Pixels','Position',[46 55 782 20]);
xlabel(h, 'Velocity (m/s)','fontsize',14);
set(gcf,'Position',[1 1 869 940])
% saveas(gcf,'10RFW14.fig');
%% Calculate and plot standard deviation
close all;
Std_RRW14 = std(xyMeanRRW14,0,3);
Std_RFW14 = std(xyMeanRFW14,0,3);
P = 0;
M = 0;
SV = 0.09;
MB = .1;
MT = .07;
low = 0;
high = .15;
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figure;
subaxis(2,1,1,'SV',SV, 'P', P, 'M',M,'MB', MB,'MT',MT);
pcolor(xPixel_RRW14, yPixel_RRW14, Std_RRW14);
shading interp;
axis('equal',[10 70 0 30])
ylabel('(mm)','fontsize',12);
title('Rigid Optimum Trajectory - Rigid Wing','fontsize',12)
h1 = colorbar('eastoutside');
ylabel(h1,'Standard Deviation (m/s)','fontsize',12);
subaxis(2,1,2,'SV',SV, 'P', P, 'M',M,'MB', MB,'MT',MT);
pcolor(xPixel_RFW14, yPixel_RFW14, Std_RFW14);
shading interp;
axis('equal',[35 85 30 55])
ylabel('(mm)','fontsize',12);
xlabel('(mm)','fontsize',12);
title('Rigid Optimum Trajectory - Flexible Wing','fontsize',12)
h2 = colorbar('eastoutside');
ylabel(h2,'Standard Deviation (m/s)','fontsize',12);
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B.4 Vel_Plots_scaled.m
%% Vel_plots_scaled.m
% Written by: Steve Naegle
%
% This file plots the velocity for all of the wing/trajectory combinations.
% The code here includes only two cases; the rest are ommited for space.
%% House keeping
clc;
clear all;
close all;
%% Load data
load projdata
%% Calculate Means
xyMeanFFW14 = (xVel_FFW14.^2 + yVel_FFW14.^2).^(1/2);
xyMeanFFW12 = (xVel_FFW12.^2 + yVel_FFW12.^2).^(1/2);
xyMeanFFW34 = (xVel_FFW34.^2 + yVel_FFW34.^2).^(1/2);
xyMeanFRW14 = (xVel_FRW14.^2 + yVel_FRW14.^2).^(1/2);
xyMeanFRW12 = (xVel_FRW12.^2 + yVel_FRW12.^2).^(1/2);
xyMeanFRW34 = (xVel_FRW34.^2 + yVel_FRW34.^2).^(1/2);
xyMeanRRW14 = (xVel_RRW14.^2 + yVel_RRW14.^2).^(1/2);
xyMeanRRW12 = (xVel_RRW12.^2 + yVel_RRW12.^2).^(1/2);
xyMeanRRW34 = (xVel_RRW34.^2 + yVel_RRW34.^2).^(1/2);
xyMeanRFW14 = (xVel_RFW14.^2 + yVel_RFW14.^2).^(1/2);
xyMeanRFW12 = (xVel_RFW12.^2 + yVel_RFW12.^2).^(1/2);
xyMeanRFW34 = (xVel_RFW34.^2 + yVel_RFW34.^2).^(1/2);
%% Standardize Color Bars
FFW
FRW
RRW
RFW

=
=
=
=

.5;
.8;
1;
.5;

% Set figure properties
P = 0;
M = 0.055;
SV = 0.07;
MB = .13;
MT = .04;
%% Fopt_FW 1/4
low = 0;
high = FFW;
scale = 1.5;
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figure;

subaxis(2,2,1, 'P', P, 'M', M,'SV',SV,'MB',MB,'MT',MT);
pcolor(xPixel_FFW14, yPixel_FFW14, xyMeanFFW14(:,:,1));
hold on;
quiver(xPixel_FFW14, yPixel_FFW14, xVel_FFW14(:,:,1),
yVel_FFW14(:,:,1),scale,'k');
shading interp;
caxis([low high]);
axis([40 100 40 85]);
% xlabel('X (mm)','fontsize',14);
ylabel('(mm)','fontsize',14);
title('t/T = 0.933','fontsize',14)

subaxis(2,2,2, 'P', P, 'M', M,'SV',SV,'MB',MB,'MT',MT);
pcolor(xPixel_FFW14, yPixel_FFW14, xyMeanFFW14(:,:,2));
hold on;
quiver(xPixel_FFW14, yPixel_FFW14, xVel_FFW14(:,:,2),
yVel_FFW14(:,:,2),scale,'k');
shading interp;
caxis([low high]);
axis([40 100 40 85]);
% xlabel('X (mm)','fontsize',14);
% ylabel('(mm)','fontsize',14);
title('t/T = 0.943','fontsize',14)

subaxis(2,2,3, 'P', P, 'M', M,'SV',SV,'MB',MB,'MT',MT);
pcolor(xPixel_FFW14, yPixel_FFW14, xyMeanFFW14(:,:,3));
hold on;
quiver(xPixel_FFW14, yPixel_FFW14, xVel_FFW14(:,:,3),
yVel_FFW14(:,:,3),scale,'k');
shading interp;
caxis([low high]);
axis([40 100 40 85]);
% xlabel('X (mm)','fontsize',14);
ylabel('(mm)','fontsize',14);
title('t/T = 0.953','fontsize',14)
subaxis(2,2,4, 'P', P, 'M', M,'SV',SV,'MB',MB,'MT',MT);
pcolor(xPixel_FFW14, yPixel_FFW14, xyMeanFFW14(:,:,4));
hold on;
quiver(xPixel_FFW14, yPixel_FFW14, xVel_FFW14(:,:,4),
yVel_FFW14(:,:,4),scale,'k');
shading interp;
caxis([low high]);
axis([40 100 40 85]);
% xlabel('X (mm)','fontsize',14);
% ylabel('Z (mm)','fontsize',14);
title('t/T = 0.963','fontsize',14)
% Add a colorbar to all of the plots
h = colorbar('SouthOutside','Units','Pixels','Position',[50 50 805 20]);
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xlabel(h, 'Velocity (m/s)','fontsize',14);
set(gcf,'Position',[100 100 900 700])
% saveas(gcf,'FFW14.fig');
%% Fopt_FW 1/2
low = 0;
high = FFW;
scale = 1.5;
axisnums = [35 85 35 80];
figure;
subaxis(2,2,1, 'P', P, 'M', M,'SV',SV,'MB',MB,'MT',MT);
pcolor(xPixel_FFW12, yPixel_FFW12, xyMeanFFW12(:,:,1));
hold on;
quiver(xPixel_FFW12, yPixel_FFW12, xVel_FFW12(:,:,1),
yVel_FFW12(:,:,1),scale,'k');
shading interp;
caxis([low high]);
axis(axisnums);
set(gca,'Xtick',35:5:80);
% xlabel('X (mm)','fontsize',14);
ylabel('(mm)','fontsize',14);
title('t/T = 0.933','fontsize',14)

subaxis(2,2,2, 'P', P, 'M', M,'SV',SV,'MB',MB,'MT',MT);
pcolor(xPixel_FFW12, yPixel_FFW12, xyMeanFFW12(:,:,2));
hold on;
quiver(xPixel_FFW12, yPixel_FFW12, xVel_FFW12(:,:,2),
yVel_FFW12(:,:,2),scale,'k');
shading interp;
caxis([low high]);
axis(axisnums);
% xlabel('X (mm)','fontsize',14);
% ylabel('Z (mm)','fontsize',14);
title('t/T = 0.943','fontsize',14)

subaxis(2,2,3, 'P', P, 'M', M,'SV',SV,'MB',MB,'MT',MT);
pcolor(xPixel_FFW12, yPixel_FFW12, xyMeanFFW12(:,:,3));
hold on;
quiver(xPixel_FFW12, yPixel_FFW12, xVel_FFW12(:,:,3),
yVel_FFW12(:,:,3),scale,'k');
shading interp;
caxis([low high]);
axis(axisnums);
set(gca,'Xtick',35:5:80);
% xlabel('X (mm)','fontsize',14);
ylabel('(mm)','fontsize',14);
title('t/T = 0.953','fontsize',14)
subaxis(2,2,4, 'P', P, 'M', M,'SV',SV,'MB',MB,'MT',MT);
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pcolor(xPixel_FFW12, yPixel_FFW12, xyMeanFFW12(:,:,4));
hold on;
quiver(xPixel_FFW12, yPixel_FFW12, xVel_FFW12(:,:,4),
yVel_FFW12(:,:,4),scale,'k');
shading interp;
caxis([low high]);
axis(axisnums);
% xlabel('X (mm)','fontsize',14);
% ylabel('Z (mm)','fontsize',14);
title('t/T = 0.963','fontsize',14)
% Add a colorbar to all of the plots
h = colorbar('SouthOutside','Units','Pixels','Position',[50 50 805 20]);
xlabel(h, 'Velocity (m/s)','fontsize',14);
set(gcf,'Position',[100 100 900 700])
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B.5 Vort_Plots.m
%% read_vort_files.m
% Written by: Steve Naegle
%
% This file reads in and displays the vorticity data files
%% Housekeeping
clc;
clear all;
close all;

%% Read dn and display vorticity images
% Figure Properties
P = 0;
M = 0.05;
SV = 0.04;
SH = .08;
MB = .15;
MT = .02;
ML = .08;
figure;
% RRW
subaxis(2,2,1,'SV',SV, 'P', P, 'M',M,'MB', MB,'MT',MT,'SH',SH,'ML',ML);
A = readimx(sprintf('Z:\\PIV Data\\Vorticity\\RRWVort.IM7'));
showimx(A);
caxis([0 190])
axis equal
title('Rigid Optimum - Rigid Wing')
% RFW
subaxis(2,2,2,'SV',SV, 'P', P, 'M',M,'MB', MB,'MT',MT,'SH',SH,'ML',ML);
A = readimx(sprintf('Z:\\PIV Data\\Vorticity\\RFWVort.IM7'));
showimx(A);
caxis([0 190])
axis equal
title('Rigid Optimum - Flexible Wing')
% FRW
subaxis(2,2,3,'SV',SV, 'P', P, 'M',M,'MB', MB,'MT',MT,'SH',SH,'ML',ML);
A = readimx(sprintf('Z:\\PIV Data\\Vorticity\\FRWVort.IM7'));
showimx(A);
caxis([0 190])
axis equal
title('Flexible Optimum - Rigid Wing')
% FFW
subaxis(2,2,4,'SV',SV, 'P', P, 'M',M,'MB', MB,'MT',MT,'SH',SH,'ML',ML);
A = readimx(sprintf('Z:\\PIV Data\\Vorticity\\FFWVort.IM7'));
showimx(A);
caxis([0 190])
axis equal
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title('Flexible Optimum - Flexible Wing')
% Add colorbar and set figure size
h = colorbar('SouthOutside','Units','Pixels','Position',[62 50 668 26]);
xlabel(h, 'Vorticity (1/s)');
set(gcf,'Units','Inches','Position',[13.5 -3 8 7])
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B.6 EquipmentUncertainty.m
function [ wu,wv ] = EquipmentUncertainty( u,v )
% EquipmentUncertainty.m calculates the equipment uncertainty at each point
% in a PIV velocity field.
% Set dt used in PIV image pairs
dt = 700*10^-6;
% seconds
% Calibration error
l = 111.76*10^-3;
% meters
wl = 1*10^-3;
% meters
L1 = 1379;
% pixels
wL1 = 1;
% pixels
L2 = 1379;
% pixels
wL2 = L2*0.005;
% pixels
% Timing error
t1 = dt;
wt1 = 1*10^-9;
t2 = dt;
wt2 = 50*10^-9;

%
%
%
%

seconds
seconds
seconds
Seconds

% Calculate equipment uncertainty at each point in the flow field
for i = 1:length(u(:,1))
for j = 1:length(u(1,:))
wu(i,j) = sqrt( (u(i,j)*15503)^2*((wl/L1)^2+(-l*wL1/L1^2)^2+...
(-l*wL2/L1^2)^2) + (-u(i,j)*15503*l/(dt*L1))^2*(wt1^2+wt2^2));
wv(i,j) = sqrt( (v(i,j)*15503)^2*((wl/L1)^2+(-l*wL1/L1^2)^2+...
(-l*wL2/L1^2)^2) + (-v(i,j)*15503*l/(dt*L1))^2*(wt1^2+wt2^2));
end
end
end
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B.7 InertialUncertainty.m
function [wu, wv] = InertialUncertainty(u,v)
% InertialUncertainty Calculates the slip velocity based on velocity field
% PIV measurements.
% u_f - u_p = 1/18*rho_p*d_p^2/mu_f*([delu_p/delt]x + [delu_p/delt]y)
% u represents a velocity component for the particle and fluid in
% the either the streamwise or transverse direction. It could also be the
% velocity magnitude.
% Preallocate vectors for speed
slipU = zeros(size(u,1),size(u,2));
slipV = zeros(size(v,1),size(v,2));
% Experimental Constants
rho_p = 1110; % [kg/m^3]
d_p = 11e-6; % [m]
mu_f = 1e-3; % [Pa*s]
delT = 700e-6; % [s]
delX = 32/15503/1000; % [m]
delY = 32/15503/1000; % [m]
% Calculate slip velocity (Inertial Uncertainty)
for i=2:size(u,1)-1
for j=2:size(u,2)-1
slipU(i,j) = 1/18*rho_p*d_p^2/mu_f*((u(i+1,j)-u(i1,j))*u(i,j)/2/delX+(u(i,j+1)-u(i,j-1))*v(i,j)/2/delY);
slipV(i,j) = 1/18*rho_p*d_p^2/mu_f*((v(i+1,j)-v(i1,j))*u(i,j)/2/delX+(v(i,j+1)-v(i,j-1))*v(i,j)/2/delY);
end
end
% Convert back to m/s
wu = slipU/32;
wv = slipV/32;
end
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B.8 ProcessUncertainty.m
function [ wuProcess, wvProcess ] = ProcessUncertainty( uvel,vvel )
% ProcessUncertainty.m calculates the process uncertainty at each point
% in a PIV velocity field.

% Calculate rms value of neighbors for all points
wuProcess = zeros(84,62);
wvProcess = zeros(84,62);
for i = 2:83
for j = 2:61
u_rms(i,j) = sqrt((uvel(i+1,j+1)^2 + uvel(i+1,j)^2 + uvel(i+1,j-1)^2
+ uvel(i,j+1)^2 + uvel(i,j-1)^2 + uvel(i-1,j+1)^2 + uvel(i-1,j)^2
+ uvel(i-1,j+1)^2)/8);
u_ave(i,j) = (uvel(i+1,j+1) + uvel(i+1,j) + uvel(i+1,j-1) +
uvel(i,j+1) + uvel(i,j-1) + uvel(i-1,j+1) + uvel(i-1,j) + uvel(i1,j+1))/8;
v_rms(i,j) = sqrt((vvel(i+1,j+1)^2 + vvel(i+1,j)^2 + vvel(i+1,j-1)^2
+ vvel(i,j+1)^2 + vvel(i,j-1)^2 + vvel(i-1,j+1)^2 + vvel(i-1,j)^2
+ vvel(i-1,j+1)^2)/8);
v_ave(i,j) = (vvel(i+1,j+1) + vvel(i+1,j) + vvel(i+1,j-1) +
vvel(i,j+1) + vvel(i,j-1) + vvel(i-1,j+1) + vvel(i-1,j) + vvel(i1,j+1))/8;
wuProcess(i,j) = abs(u_ave(i,j) - 2*u_rms(i,j))/100;
wvProcess(i,j) = abs(v_ave(i,j) - 2*v_rms(i,j))/100;
end
end
end
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B.9 TotalUncertainty.m
%% TotalUncertainty.m
% Written by: Steve Naegle
%
% This code uses the uncertainty functions to calculate the uncertainty
% at each point in a given flow field.
%% Housekeeping
clc
clear all
close all
% Load velocity to be analyzed
load projdata
%% Get the individual uncertainties
% Inertial Uncertainty
[wuInertial(:,:,1), wvInertial(:,:,1)] =
InertialUncertainty(xVel_RRW14(:,:,1),yVel_RRW14(:,:,1));
% Equipment Uncertainty
[wuEquip(:,:,1), wvEquip(:,:,1)] =
EquipmentUncertainty(xVel_RRW14(:,:,1),yVel_RRW14(:,:,1));
% Process Uncertainty
[wuProcess(:,:), wvProcess(:,:)] =
ProcessUncertainty(xVel_RRW14(:,:,1),yVel_RRW14(:,:,1));
% Combine into absolute uncertainties
wInertial = sqrt(wuInertial.^2 + wvInertial.^2);
wEquip = sqrt(wuEquip.^2 + wvEquip.^2);
wProcess = sqrt(wuProcess.^2 + wvProcess.^2);
% Calculate the total Uncertainty
totuncert = sqrt(wInertial.^2 + wEquip.^2 + wProcess.^2);

%% Plot Uncertainty Fields
% Inertial Uncertainty
figure
pcolor(xPixel_RFW14,yPixel_RFW14,abs(wInertial(:,:)))
xlabel('X Location (mm)','fontsize', 12)
ylabel('Y Location (mm)','fontsize', 12)
shading interp
axis equal
h=colorbar('location','EastOutside');
ylabel(h,'Inertial Uncertainty (m/s)','fontsize', 12);
% Equipment Uncertainty
figure
pcolor(xPixel_RFW14,yPixel_RFW14,abs(wEquip(:,:)))
xlabel('X Location (mm)','fontsize', 12)
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ylabel('Y Location (mm)','fontsize', 12)
shading interp
axis equal
h=colorbar('location','EastOutside');
ylabel(h,'Equipment Uncertainty (m/s)','fontsize', 12);
% Process Uncertainty
figure
pcolor(xPixel_RFW14,yPixel_RFW14,abs(wProcess(:,:)))
xlabel('X Location (mm)','fontsize', 12)
ylabel('Y Location (mm)','fontsize', 12)
shading interp
axis equal
h=colorbar('location','EastOutside');
ylabel(h,'Equipment Uncertainty (m/s)','fontsize', 12);
% Total Uncertainty
figure
pcolor(xPixel_RFW14,yPixel_RFW14,abs(totuncert(:,:)))
xlabel('X Location (mm)','fontsize', 12)
ylabel('Y Location (mm)','fontsize', 12)
shading interp
axis equal
h=colorbar('location','EastOutside');
ylabel(h,'Total Uncertainty (m/s)','fontsize', 12);
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APPENDIX C.

PIV UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

The accuracy of velocity measurements obtained from PIV data is a composite of the
ability of the seed particles to follow the flow and for the imaging system and analysis procedure
to record and process a field of particle images [38,39]. The uncertainty of the velocity in these
experiments was determined by (1) the ability of the equipment to accurately measure the
movement of the particles, (2) the degree to which the particles follow the motion of the flow,
and (3) the accuracy with which the software correlates groupings of particles. MATLAB code
used to calculate the uncertainty at each position of the flow field is given in Appendix B.

C.1 Equipment Uncertainty
The error due to equipment uncertainty can be estimated by [38]:

2
2
2
⎡⎛ 1 ⎞ 2 ⎛ −l
⎞ ⎛ −l
⎞ ⎤ ⎛ −u l ⎞
⎡⎣ wt12 + wt22 ⎤⎦ ,
wu = u ⎢⎜ wl ⎟ + ⎜ 2 wL1 ⎟ + ⎜ 2 wL 2 ⎟ ⎥ + ⎜
⎟
⎠ ⎝L
⎠ ⎦ ⎝ Δt L ⎠
⎣⎝ L ⎠ ⎝ L
2

(C-1)

where u is the velocity, l is the physical length of the calibration scale, L is the calibration
scale image plane length in pixels, wl is the uncertainty of the calibration scale length, wL1 is the
uncertainty of the image plane length, wL2 is the image distortion due to lens aberrations, Δt is
the time step of the image pair, wt1 is the uncertainty of the laser pulse timing, and wt2 is the
accuracy of the delay generator.
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Table C.1: Summary of equipment uncertainty parameters.

Category
Calibration

Parameter
l
L1
L2
t1
t2

Timing

Description
Calibration scale physical length
Calibration scale image plane length
Image distortion due to aberrations
Laser pulse timing
Accuracy of delay generator

yi
111.76 mm
1379 pixels
1379 pixels
700 µs
700 µs

wi
1 mm
1 pixel
69 pixels
1 ns
50 ns

Figure C.1 shows the equipment uncertainty for the rigid optimum trajectory with the
rigid wing at 0.25R. The uncertainty is highest in the regions of maximum velocity.
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Figure C.2: Equipment uncertainty for the rigid optimum trajectory with the rigid wing at 0.25R.
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C.2 Inertial Uncertainty
The error due to inertial effects (how well particles follow the flow), can be estimated
using [38]:

uslip

2
1 ρ pd p
=
a px u px + a py u py ,
18 µ f

(

)

(C-2)

where uslip is the slip velocity (difference between the fluid and particle velocities), ρp is the
density of the particle, dp is the diameter of the particle, µf is the viscosity of the fluid, apx and apy
are the accelerations of the particle in the x- and y-directions, and upx and upy are the velocities of
the particle in the x- and y-directions.
Figure C.2 shows the uncertainty in the PIV velocity measurement for the rigid optimum
trajectory with the rigid wing at 0.25R. This source of uncertainty scales with both the velocity
and the acceleration of the fluid, and is highest in the region trailing the wing where the velocity
is highest.
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Figure C.2: Inertial uncertainty for the rigid optimum trajectory with the rigid wing at 0.25R.

C.3 Process Uncertainty
The process uncertainty is estimated by calculating the error that would occur if the
correlation procedure were unable to accurately match the groupings of the particles. With a final
window size of 32 × 32, the correlation can be off by up to 32 pixels. However, post-processing
algorithms remove vectors if its difference to the average of the neighboring vectors is more than
twice the root-mean-square value of the neighbors, thus reducing the effects of poor correlation.
This post-processing method causes the process uncertainty to scale with the velocity gradients
in the fluid rather than the local velocity of the fluid.
Figure C.3 shows the process uncertainty of the flow field of the rigid optimum trajectory
with the rigid wing at 0.25R. The process uncertainty is greatest in the regions following the
wing.
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Figure C.3: Process uncertainty for the rigid optimum trajectory with the rigid wing at 0.25R.

C.4 Total Uncertainty
The total uncertainty in the velocity measurements is estimated by combining the
individual sources of uncertainty using

2
wtotal = wu2 + uslip
.

(C-3)

The total uncertainty of the velocity measurement for the flow field produced by the rigid
optimum trajectory with the rigid wing at 0.25R is shown in Fig. C.4. The maximum uncertainty
values approach 12.5 mm/s, which represents an uncertainty of approximately 1-2 percent of the
local fluid velocity.
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Figure C.4: Total uncertainty for the rigid optimum trajectory with the rigid wing at 0.25R.
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